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SUMMARY
Tropical and extratropical Pacific decadal climate variability substantially im-
pact physical and biological systems in the Pacific Ocean and strongly influence global
climate through teleconnection patterns. Current understanding of Pacific decadal
variability centers around three key modes of variability in the atmosphere and ocean:
the El Niño-Southern Oscillation (ENSO), the Aleutian Low (AL), and the Pacific
Decadal Oscillation (PDO). However, recent literature has highlighted the emerging
roles of secondary modes of variability of the tropical and extratropical Pacific atmo-
sphere and ocean that explain and drive other aspects of the climate system (i.e., the
Central Pacific Warming (CPW) phenomenon, the North Pacific Oscillation (NPO),
and the North Pacific Gyre Oscillation (NPGO)). This work analyzes the statistics
and uncertainties behind Pacific interannual and decadal-scale climate variability in
observations and models, and in particular, focuses on better understanding the im-
portance of the roles of the CPW, NPO, and NPGO for predictability of global climate
change.
The study begins by examining the dynamics of the NPO and its role in Pacific
interannual and decadal climate variability. While the NPO is considered an intrinsic
mode of atmospheric variability in the North Pacific, analyses demonstrate that the
individual poles of the NPO behave differently. In particular, the subtropical node
contains strong power at low frequencies (periods of 7-10 years), but not the northern
pole. The source of this low-frequency variability in the southern node of the NPO is
tropical Pacific sea surface temperature (SST) variability, as shown through a simple
modeling experiment. NPO variability is further divided into: (a) a high-frequency
component associated with stochastic forcing and the ENSO precursor signature; and
xx
(b) a low-frequency component directly connected with tropical Pacific SST forcing.
The NPO-induced variability by the tropical Pacific SSTa is then integrated by the
underlying ocean surface to form the decadal-scale NPGO signal. Thus, a new link
between the CPW, the NPO, and the NPGO is formed, akin to the ENSO-AL-PDO
framework.
The new framework of North Pacific decadal variability (NPDV) is then eval-
uated in 24 state-of-the-art coupled climate models used for the Intergovernmental
Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) Fourth Assessment Report (AR4). Results indi-
cate that the PDO and NPGO do not exhibit significant changes in their spatial and
temporal characteristics under projected greenhouse warming. However, the abil-
ity of the models to capture the dynamics associated with the PDO and NPGO is
questionable. The temporal and spatial statistics of PDO and NPGO exhibit sig-
nificant discrepancies from observations in their 20th century climate, especially for
the NPGO. Furthermore, most models lack the proper connections between extra-
tropical and tropical Pacific, for both the ENSO-AL-PDO and CPW-NPO-NPGO
connections. In fact, the atmospheric teleconnections associated with the CPW phe-
nomenon in some models have a significant projection on, and excite, the AL/PDO
coupled mode instead.
The last part of the dissertation explores further the importance of the CPW
mode by comparing and contrasting two popular paleoclimate SST anomaly recon-
struction methods used for tropical Indo-Pacific SSTs. The first method exploits the
high correlation between the canonical ENSO mode and tropical precipitation; the
second method uses a multi-regression model that exploits the multiple modes of co-
variability between tropical precipitation and SSTs, including the CPW mode. The
multi-regression approach demonstrates higher skill throughout the tropical Indo-
Pacific than the first approach, illustrating the importance of including the CPW




The Pacific Ocean is the largest ocean basin on Earth, covering close to 30%
of the total surface area of the planet. Figure 1.1 shows the mean observed sea
surface temperatures (SSTs) (Fig. 1.1a) and standard deviation of SSTs (Fig. 1.1b)
in the Pacific basin. In the mean SST field, one prominent feature is the strong zonal
gradient in SSTs across the equatorial Pacific (between the Maritime Continent and
South America). The warmest SSTs found on Earth reside in the western tropical
Pacific Ocean - i.e., the West Pacific Warm Pool. Moving eastward along the equator
toward South America, the SSTs decrease. A “tongue” of relatively colder waters
extends from the central equatorial Pacific towards the Peruvian coast. This area
of colder waters results from upwelling of colder waters due to trade wind forcing.
The colder waters along the South American coast are also from upwelling associated
with the Humboldt Current. The standard deviation of SSTs (Fig. 1.1b) shows two
regions of high variability: (a) off the coast of Japan and into the central North
Pacific, associated with variations in the Kuroshio Current; and (b) a relatively weaker
but still noticeable area associated with the equatorial Pacific cold tongue region
and upwelling along the Peruvian coast. The latter region of high SST variability
is directly associated with the El Niño-Southern Oscillation (ENSO) phenomenon,
arguably the most prominent and largest global climate signal on Earth.
Walker and Bliss (1932) pioneered efforts to examine large-scale patterns of
variability in the data-sparse Pacific Ocean, among other global locations. In the
paper, the authors studied sea level pressure (SLP) records from several stations
across the globe and examined covarying patterns of SLP variability. Among several
1
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FIG. 1.1. (a) Mean Pacific SSTs (◦C) from 1950 - 2008. (b) The standard deviation (◦C)
of Pacific SSTs from 1950 - 2008. SST data used are from monthly-mean fields from the
NOAA ER SSTs (see Section 2.1.1 for more information).
patterns of covariability identified, Walker and Bliss (1932) were among the first to
identify two oscillations in Pacific basin atmospheric pressure: the Southern Oscil-
lation Index (SOI), a difference in surface pressure between the island of Tahiti and
Darwin, Australia, and the North Pacific Oscillation (NPO), an SLP dipole between
Alaska and Hawaii. The former became a central component of the studies of ENSO
that ensued in the second half of the 20th century, while the latter pattern remained
essentially dormant in the climate literature until the early 2000s.
Following Walker and Bliss’s work, interest in North Pacific climate variability
remained of interest, but mostly academic rather than for practical and predictability
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applications. However, by the middle of the 20th century, economic impacts on the
fishing industry and societal impacts of periodic changes in weather conditions moti-
vated ventures into better understanding and predicting Pacific climate variability on
multiple timescales (seasonal, interannual, and multi-decadal). Anecdotal evidence of
changes in fish catches off of Peru and changes in tropical and subtropical Pacific rain
patterns on intradecadal timescales were directly tied to the ENSO phenomenon. In
the North Pacific, a number of studies presented evidence of longer-term variability,
including changes in salmon population (Mantua et al., 1997), sardine catches (Ya-
suda et al., 1999) and other biological variables along the western North American
coast (Miller et al., 2004). Evidence of the changes and variability in the Pacific
on the multi-decadal scale are also supported in several paleoclimate records (e.g.,
Urban et al. 2000; Cole et al. 2000; Evans et al. 2001). Furthermore, the impacts of
sensible weather and climate patterns downstream in the Northern Hemisphere (e.g.,
Latif and Barnett 1996), originating from the leading mode of Pacific interannual
and decadal variability, led efforts to improve its prediction for seasonal forecasting
applications. Of late, concerns over global climate change from increased greenhouse
forcing and anthropogenic carbon dioxide (CO2) emissions have heightened aware-
ness of the importance of potential changes in the major modes of Pacific climate
variability. To date, uncertainties in interannual and decadal climate variability in
the Pacific, as expressed by the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC)
Fourth Assessment Report (AR4), remains a prime question in climate dynamics
research.
In this chapter, the underlying basics for the research conducted in this disser-
tation is laid out. First, an overview of the major patterns of large-scale variability,
both oceanic and atmospheric, that govern Pacific decadal variability studies is pre-
sented. These modes are interlinked, so understanding the dynamics and evolution
of one mode in a certain region requires knowledge of the evolution of other modes
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throughout the Pacific basin. Then, two particular mechanisms linking North Pacific
and tropical Pacific climate variability at various timescales are explained in detail.
These mechanisms will be central in evaluating the fidelity of model output and in
discerning new connections and mechanisms proposed in this work. Motivating fac-
tors for the research conducted, the objectives of the study, and an outline of the
dissertation follow.
1.1 The Leading Modes of Variability in the Pacific Basin
1.1.1 North Pacific Oceanic Modes
The two leading patterns of North Pacific climate variability are also the ones
that contribute the most to North Pacific decadal variability (NPDV): the Pacific
Decadal Oscillation (PDO; Mantua et al. 1997) and the North Pacific Gyre Oscilla-
tion (NPGO; Di Lorenzo et al. 2008). The leading mode, the PDO, was identified
through two key observations suggesting low frequency variability in North Pacific
SST anomalies (SSTa). One was in relation to the “climate transition” of 1976/77,
formally identified first by Miller et al. (1994) but also referred to in numerous other
studies (e.g., Trenberth 1990; Ebbesmeyer et al. 1991; Graham et al. 1994; Zhang
et al. 1997). The “climate transition” was noted by an extended period of El Niño-
like conditions throughout the North Pacific without a significant continuous El Niño
event in the tropical Pacific. The second key observation leading to the PDO identifi-
cation was the inverse relationship between salmon catches in the Gulf of Alaska and
those in the Pacific Northwest recognized by Francis and Sibley (1991) and Mantua
et al. (1997). The latter authors tied this cyclic relationship to a particular transient,
low-frequency pattern of North Pacific SSTs, terming this pattern the PDO.
Figures 1.2a and 1.2b present the spatial pattern and standardized time series
of the PDO. As the leading empirical orthogonal function (EOF) of North Pacific
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SSTa, the PDO describes nearly 21% of the variance in the field. The positive phase
of the PDO is characterized by negative SSTa in the central North Pacific encircled
by positive SSTa along the North American coastline (Fig. 1.2). The PDO index
(Fig. 1.2b) shows that the phenomenon experiences multi-decadal variability, with
a period of negative values from the 1950s to the mid-1970s, followed by a shift
toward positive values in the 1980s and 1990s. Within the last decade, the PDO has
transitioned again toward its negative phase.
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FIG. 1.2. (a) Regression of monthly-mean SSTa (◦C) from 1950 - 2008 onto the standard-
ized PDO index (found at http://jisao.washington.edu/pdo/PDO.latest). (b) The
PDO index (standardized) from 1950 - 2008. (c) As in (a) but for regression onto the in-
verted NPGO index (found at http://ocean.eas.gatech.edu/npgo). (d) As in (b) but
for the inverted NPGO index (standardized).
The second leading pattern of North Pacific oceanic climate variability, the
NPGO, is formally defined as the second EOF of northeast Pacific sea surface height
(SSH) anomalies (Di Lorenzo et al., 2008). This mode of variability physically repre-
sents changes in the strength of the subtropical and subpolar gyres in the North Pacific
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and tracks prominent decadal fluctuations in salinity and nutrients observed in the
central and eastern North Pacific, previously unexplained by the PDO (Di Lorenzo
et al., 2008, 2009). Ceballos et al. (2009) also linked the NPGO to changes in strength
of the Kuroshio-Oyashio Extension current, therefore showing that NPGO variability
latitudinally spans the North Pacific. Figs. 1.2c and 1.2d illustrate the characteristic
pattern of the NPGO in SSTs and the temporal evolution of the mode, respectively1.
The SSTa regression pattern associated with the NPGO shows negative SSTa in the
central North Pacific and a ring of positive SSTa with in the northeastern Pacific, ex-
tending along the coast of California, and then southwestward near and to the south
of Hawaii. This pattern is closely related to the second leading mode of North Pacific
SSTa, referred to as the “Victoria” mode (Bond et al., 2003), and the second leading
mode of Pacific-wide SSTa (Di Lorenzo et al., 2008). The second leading mode of
North Pacific SSTa (i.e., that congruent with the NPGO) describes nearly 11% of
variance in North Pacific monthly-mean SSTa. The evolution of the NPGO over the
last half of the 20th century/early part of the 21st century (Fig. 1.2d) shows a low-
frequency cyclic phenomenon with two periods of sharp turns toward negative values:
in the mid-1970s, close to the “climate transition” period, and the late 1990s/early
2000s.
1.1.2 North Pacific Atmospheric Modes
The leading modes of the North Pacific SST field are intimately tied to the
two leading modes of North Pacific SLP anomalies (SLPa). Figure 1.3 displays the
spatial patterns and time series for these two leading atmospheric modes of variability.
The leading climate pattern of SLPa variability in the North Pacific is the Aleutian
Low (AL), explaining 23% of of the variance of North Pacific SLPa (27% of the
1For the purposes of the discussion, we have inverted the NPGO index for the regression and
the time series plots. This inversion is done to better visualize connections with other modes of
variability, shown throughout the dissertation.
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wintertime variance in boreal winter SLPa, when the AL is the most active). The AL
is characterized by a broad area of negative SLPa over the far northern Pacific, near
and to the southeast of the Aleutian Islands (hence its name; Fig. 1.3a). Physically,
this pattern of variability represents the paths of extratropical cyclones in the North
Pacific and where the storms mature / decay. The anomalous wind stresses associated
with the AL act as the atmospheric forcing for the PDO (Miller et al., 2004; Chhak
et al., 2009). The AL index (Fig. 1.3b) further illustrates that the pattern is governed
by high-frequency variability, but there are important low-frequency variations in the
AL, similar to the PDO (e.g., Trenberth 1990; Deser et al. 2004).
The second leading pattern of North Pacific SLPa is characterized by a dipole
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FIG. 1.3. (a) Regression of monthly-mean SLPa (hPa) onto the standardized AL index
(defined as the first expansion coefficient (EC) time series of North Pacific boreal winter
SLPa - see Section 2.2.2 for more details). (b) The AL index (standardized) from 1950 -
2008. (c) As in (a) but for regression onto the standardized NPO index (defined as the
second EC time series of North Pacific boreal winter SLPa). (d) As in (b) but for the NPO
index.
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in pressure between Alaska and North America and the region just north of Hawaii
(Fig. 1.3c). This pattern is the characteristic pattern of the NPO, originally discovered
by Walker and Bliss (1932), and it explains 14% of the total variance in monthly-
mean North Pacific SLPa (16% for for boreal winter SLPa variability). Unlike the
AL, the NPO has not been a heavily studied mode of variability, particularly until
the early 2000s (Rogers (1981) is a notable exception). Yet, the mode is directly
connected to downstream weather conditions in North America (Rogers 1981; Linkin
and Nigam 2008) and serves as the atmospheric forcing pattern for the NPGO (Chhak
et al., 2009). The NPO index is dominated by high frequency variability with little
low-frequency variability readily evident in the time series (Fig. 1.3d).
1.1.3 Tropical Pacific SST Modes
The major modes of variability in the North Pacific are defined regionally but
are connected dynamically to the leading modes of the tropical Pacific Ocean. The
dominant mode of tropical Pacific SSTa variability is El Niño - the oceanic compo-
nent of ENSO involving changes in the steep zonal SST gradient in the equatorial
Pacific. Bjerknes (1966) formulated the first general hypothesis for ENSO: anoma-
lous warming of the eastern tropical Pacific weakens the zonal SST gradient, which
consequently weakens the trade winds. The weakened trade winds decrease the wind
stress forcing which reduces upwelling in the central and eastern equatorial Pacific.
This reduction in upwelling leads to a weakened zonal SST gradient, generating a pos-
itive feedback. Consequently, the shift in warm waters to the eastern Pacific provides
low-level instability that generates anomalous rising motion and convection, shifting
heavy rains from its climatological position in the West Pacific Warm Pool to the
east during a positive (i.e., warm SSTa in the eastern tropical Pacific) ENSO event.
Bjerknes’s work was followed by other studies by Wyrtki (1975) and Rasmusson and
Carpenter (1982) which looked more in-depth into the evolution of ENSO events. No
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one theory on the evolution and excitement of ENSO events exist, though the delayed
oscillator model (Schopf and Suarez, 1987; Battisti, 1988; Suarez and Schopf, 1988;
Battisti and Hirst, 1989) and the recharge/discharge mechanism (Jin, 1997) are two
popular hypotheses.
Figure 1.4 presents an overview of the canonical signature of ENSO in the SST
(Fig. 1.4a) and SLP (Fig. 1.4b) fields through regression onto the NINO3 index, the
area-averaged SSTa in the region bounded by 5◦S - 5◦N and 150◦W - 90◦W. In the
SSTa regression field (Fig. 1.4a), the positive phase of ENSO is displayed - anoma-
lously warm SSTa encompass the Pacific cold tongue region in the central tropical
Pacific and extends eastward toward the South American coast. Surrounding the
warm SSTa is a horseshoe-shaped region of cool SSTa (e.g., Wallace et al. 1998),
with the center of cooling in the West Pacific Warm Pool, then branching into the
subtropical North and South Pacific Oceans. The SSTa pattern in the North Pa-
cific resembles that of the PDO (Fig. 1.2a), indicating a relationship between ENSO
variability and the PDO. The atmospheric signature of ENSO shows a weakening of
the Walker circulation, creating anomalous rising motion in the central and eastern
Pacific Ocean and consequently convection (Fig. 1.4b). In turn, the western tropi-
cal Pacific experiences anomalous subsidence and consequently drier conditions. In
the North Pacific, ENSO projects onto the AL, thus impacting Northern Hemisphere
storm tracks and the position of the mid-latitude jet stream.
While ENSO may be considered the largest signal in the climate system, the
phenomenon varies in strength and spatial structure, altering its effect on the extra-
tropical and tropical atmospheric circulation. Recently, Ashok et al. (2007) noted
another “flavor” of ENSO that has become more frequent in the last two decades
- the El Niño-Modoki phenomenon, referred to herein as Central Pacific Warming
(CPW) or Central Pacific El Niño. Rather than the warmest SSTa being located in
the eastern equatorial Pacific Ocean (e.g., Fig. 1.4a), the maximum warming during
9
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FIG. 1.4. (a) Regression of December - February (DJF) SSTa (◦C) onto the standardized
NINO3 index. (b) Regression of DJF SLPa (hPa) onto the standardized NINO3 index.
CPW events is concentrated in the central tropical Pacific Ocean, flanked by negative
SSTa in the eastern and western equatorial Pacific Ocean (Figure 1.5a). In the North
Pacific, the SST response is quite similar to that of the canonical ENSO, with a PDO-
like response (compare the North Pacific sectors of Figs. 1.4a and 1.5a). Despite this
similarity in the North Pacific SSTa, the atmospheric teleconnection pattern associ-
ated with CPW events differs substantially from the traditional El Niño events. Fig.
1.5b shows that in the North Pacific, the SLPa response to the CPW phenomenon is a
dipole in pressure similar to that of the NPO, not a projection onto the AL as during
canonical ENSO events. In the tropical Pacific, the weakening of the Walker cell is
still apparent, but the negative SLPa center is moved to the west, closer to the axis
of maximum warming. Ashok et al. (2007), Weng et al. (2007), Ashok et al. (2009),
and Weng et al. (2009) highlight more teleconnection patterns associated with the
CPW phenomenon, including its impacts on the east Asian monsoon and Southern
Hemisphere storm tracks.
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FIG. 1.5. (a) Regression of DJF SSTa (◦C) onto the standardized CPW index (defined in
Section 3.2.3). (b) Regression of DJF SLPa (hPa) onto the standardized CPW index.
1.2 Mechanisms Linking Tropical Pacific and North Pa-
cific Modes of Climate Variability
Having introduced the major patterns of climate variability in the North Pa-
cific and tropical Pacific Ocean, we now turn to examining how these modes, though
regionally defined, can physically impact variability elsewhere in the Pacific Ocean and
even globally. Several mechanisms linking tropical Pacific Ocean and North Pacific
Ocean interannual and decadal variability have been proposed, with atmospheric-
only pathways (e.g., Barnett et al. 1999; Alexander et al. 2002) and coupled oceanic-
atmospheric pathways (e.g., Gu and Philander 1997; Knutson and Manabe 1998;
Kleeman et al. 1999; Schneider et al. 1999). For the purposes of this dissertation,
only two mechanisms are highlighted in detail, as these mechanisms are directly re-
lated to results presented. Liu and Alexander (2007) offer a more comprehensive
review of the mechanisms linking tropical Pacific - North Pacific interannual and
decadal variability and associated global climate teleconnections.
1.2.1 The Atmospheric Bridge
Alexander et al. (2002) analyzed the teleconnections associated with the ENSO
phenomenon and termed the mechanism through which tropical Pacific variability al-
ters extratropical circulation as the “atmospheric bridge.” Figure 1.6 summarizes the
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atmospheric bridge mechanism. Though Alexander et al. (2002) considered impacts
of ENSO in multiple locations, here we focus only on the effects in the North Pacific.
During a warm ENSO event, anomalous warming in the eastern tropical Pacific Ocean
generates anomalous convection. These convective towers rise in the eastern Pacific
Ocean and alter the strength and mean position of the Hadley cell and Walker circu-
lation. As such, wave generation and propagation from the tropics into the subtropics
and extratropics is altered significantly. In particular, in the North Pacific, the atmo-
spheric Rossby waves enhance the climatological Pacific storm track and strengthen
the AL. The strengthening of the AL creates stronger warm air advection over the
eastern North Pacific Ocean and enhances cold air advection originating from Russia
and Alaska down into the central North Pacific Ocean. The increased cold (warm)
air advection enhances the net ocean-to-atmosphere (atmosphere-to-ocean) surface
heat fluxes (both sensible and latent heat fluxes; i.e., Qnet in Fig. 1.6), thus cooling
(warming) the underlying ocean waters. This pattern of warming/cooling of SSTs
is similar to the characteristic pattern of the positive phase of the PDO (see Fig.
1.2a). Furthermore, the anomalous wind stresses associated with the strengthened
AL also drive anomalous southward Ekman transport via enhanced northwesterly
and westerly winds in the central North Pacific, further cooling the waters in that
region. These changes in the North Pacific are then able to feedback onto the over-
lying atmospheric circulation, generally maintaining or even enhancing the observed
atmospheric wavetrains in the extratropical Northern Hemisphere.
1.2.2 The ENSO Precursor Pattern and the Seasonal Footprinting Mech-
anism
Several studies have examined precursor signatures in the atmosphere and
ocean and optimal excitation patterns that may lead to and explain variability as-
sociated with ENSO (e.g., Penland and Sardeshmukh 1995; Gu and Philander 1997;
Barnett et al. 1999; Kim and North 1999; Vimont et al. 2001, 2003; Anderson 2003;
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[Fig. 1 from Alexander et al. 2002]
FIG. 1.6. Pictorial representation of the atmospheric bridge mechanism linking equatorial
Pacific climate variability associated with ENSO to the extratropical North Pacific. In the
diagram, Qnet refers to the net surface heat flux, we the entrainment rate into the mixed
layer from the ocean below, Vek the Ekman transport, SSS the sea surface salinity, and
MLD the mixed layer depth. Adapted from Alexander et al. (2002).
Alexander et al. 2008). Figure 1.7 presents a schematic of one proposed mechanism:
the seasonal footprinting mechanism (SFM; Vimont et al. 2001). The SFM links
winter-to-winter atmospheric variability in the North Pacific atmosphere to tropical
Pacific SSTa variability the following year. During the winter, stochastic atmospheric
variability organizes into the NPO pattern which lays down a particular SSTa pattern
generated from net surface heat fluxes driven by the atmospheric wind stresses. For
the positive phase of the NPO, for example, the anticyclonic (cyclonic) circulation in
the northern (southern) pole of the NPO generates negative SSTa in the central North
Pacific contrasted with positive SSTa wrapping down the North American coast and
southwestward across Hawaii and into the central tropical Pacific (shading in Fig. 1.7).
This SSTa pattern constitutes the optimal excitation pattern detailed by Penland and
Sardeshmukh (1995). Thus, during the winter, the ocean is enslaved to the overlying
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atmospheric forcing. As the spring and summer seasons evolve, the NPO pattern
in the North Pacific fades, but the SST pattern originally generated in the winter
remains. With the lack of atmospheric forcing, the subtropical SSTa then forces the
overlying atmosphere through anomalous heat fluxes. The instability generated by
anomalous warming of subtropical North Pacific and central tropical Pacific drives
convection, and through coupled ocean-atmosphere dynamics can potentially excite
an ENSO event. Vimont et al. (2009) use a model forced with NPO-related heat
flux anomalies to explicitly show that the tropical Pacific circulation indeed evolves
according to the SFM and the wind-evaporation-SST (WES) feedback.
While the SFM relies on the WES feedback for its evolution, Anderson and
Maloney (2006) take a different take on the ENSO precursor pattern. The authors
find that tropical Pacific anomalies are indeed related to an NPO-like SLPa pattern
in the North Pacific one year prior, but this SLPa pattern is also concurrent with
the deepening of the average tropical Pacific isotherm depths. The deepening of
the thermocline in the eastern Pacific rapidly warms the SSTs and can lead to an
ENSO event. This evolution of the SSTs follows the recharge/discharge mechanism
for ENSO evolution (Jin, 1997).
1.3 Motivation for Research and Research Goals
This dissertation aims to improve our understanding of NPDV and tropical-
extratropical Pacific climate variability at interannual, decadal, and even multi-decadal
timescales. In particular, three key motivating factors for this research are highlighted
below.
• A Better Understanding of the NPO. The NPO appears as the second leading
mode of North Pacific SLPa but serves several other important roles in the
climate system: (a) as the SLPa pattern associated with the ENSO precursor
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[Fig. 4 from Vimont et al. 2001]
FIG. 1.7. Schematic of the seasonal footprinting mechanism during the (top) winter and
(bottom) summer. Contours denote SLPa (solid (dashed) contours denote positive (nega-
tive) SLPa), while shading denotes SSTa (dark (light) shading denotes positive (negative)
SSTa). The vectors in the diagram illustrate the anomalous wind stress imposed on the
ocean while text (“DRY” and “WET”) refer to anomalous precipitation responses. Adapted
from Vimont et al. (2001).
pattern / SFM (e.g., Vimont et al. 2001; Anderson 2003); (b) as the atmospheric
driver for the NPGO (Chhak et al., 2009); and (c) as a pattern of climate vari-
ability associated with teleconnections that impact North American weather
and climate (e.g., Rogers 1981; Linkin and Nigam 2008). The multiple roles
of the NPO heighten the importance of understanding the dynamics associated
with it. Prevailing knowledge suggests this mode is wholly stochastic and thus
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unpredictable. However, given that one node of the NPO resides in the sub-
tropical North Pacific Ocean, close to the tropics and influenced strongly by
changes in the Hadley cell associated with ENSO, the individual nodes of the
NPO may behave differently.
• The Roles of the NPO, NPGO, and CPW in Pacific Decadal Climate Variabil-
ity. The current prevailing paradigm of North Pacific - tropical Pacific decadal
and multidecadal variability centers around three key modes: ENSO, the AL,
and the PDO. Figure 1.8 summarizes a simplified2 framework of North Pacific
- tropical Pacific connections, with the mechanisms and modes of variability
depicted. In Fig. 1.8, the “start” of the loop is likely with the stochastic vari-
ability of the extratropical North Pacific atmosphere, which can excite ENSO
(e.g., Barnett et al. 1999; Vimont et al. 2001, 2003; Anderson 2003; Anderson
and Maloney 2006). Yet, as shown earlier, the second leading modes of variabil-
ity in tropical Pacific SSTs (the CPW) and in the extratropical North Pacific
atmosphere and ocean (the NPO and the NPGO) project uniquely onto the
global climate system and thus will potentially have different impacts and feed-
backs on sensible weather and long-term climate change. Where these modes fit
into the larger picture of Pacific decadal climate variability is not represented
in Fig. 1.8.
• Uncertainty in the Future Climate State for the Pacific. With recent focus
on the impacts of anthropogenic greenhouse forcing on the climate of Earth,
the question of changes in structure, magnitude, and frequency of the dominant
modes of variability of the North Pacific and tropical Pacific are central to global
2The framework discussed in this dissertation is highly simplified from the actual North Pacific
ocean-atmosphere climate system. For example, it does not discuss the roles of several oceanic
“tunnels” or the effects of decadal-scale changes in the Kuroshio Current on the North Pacific ocean
circulation, the SST field, and the subsequent atmospheric response through surface heat fluxes (e.g.,
Taguchi et al. 2007; Ceballos et al. 2009).
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climate change because of their vast global influences. Because of the intimate
relationship between ENSO, the PDO, and the North Pacific extratropical at-
mosphere, and the substantial impacts that North Pacific climate variability
have on biological systems in the basin, constraining the range of uncertainty in
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FIG. 1.8. The current simplified framework depicting links between major modes of
variability and mechanisms associated with tropical Pacific and North Pacific interannual
and decadal climate variability.
Given these motivating factors, the following are the goals of the work pre-
sented in this dissertation:
1. Explore the fundamental characteristics and dynamics of the NPO, including
those its individual poles and their frequency content (i.e., high frequency vs.
low frequency variability).
2. Assess further the relationships between the CPW, the NPGO, and the NPO,
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particularly since the NPO pattern shares variance with the NPGO and the
CPW phenomena.
3. Build a similar framework to that in Fig. 1.8 that includes the CPW, NPO, and
the NPGO along with appropriate connections/mechanisms.
4. Evaluate how state-of-the-art coupled climate models capture and represent the
leading modes of NPDV and tropical Pacific variability and what future changes
are projected for these modes.
5. Examine the degree of importance of the CPW phenomenon in reconstruction
techniques for tropical SST fields using paleoclimate records.
1.4 Outline of the Dissertation
This dissertation presents analyses and results that collectively address the five
goals outlined in the previous section. Chapter 2 presents an overview of the major
datasets used and general statistical methods common to analyses throughout the
dissertation. Chapter 3 then presents an in-depth investigation and characterization
of the NPO both spatially and also in frequency space. Results include experiments
from a simple atmospheric general circulation model (AGCM) forced by tropical Pa-
cific SSTs only to quantify the degree to which NPO variability is tied to tropical
Pacific SSTa. With these results, a new viewpoint of NPDV/tropical Pacific variabil-
ity emerges. Chapter 4 invokes this new framework and explores the representation of
NPDV in the 24 models used in the IPCC AR4, both in frequency and space. Chapter
5 then explores optimal methods of reconstructing tropical Pacific SSTs using paleo-
climate proxy networks. As shown, the optimal reconstructions result from methods
that include not only the traditional ENSO signature but also that of the CPW phe-
nomenon (among other higher order modes). This application directly shows the
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importance of the variability of the CPW in representing earlier climate conditions
and consequently in understanding future climate change in the Pacific basin. Chap-




DATA AND GENERAL METHODOLOGY
2.1 Data and Models
2.1.1 Observational Datasets
Observational datasets of atmospheric and oceanic variables used throughout
the dissertation are primarily from reanalysis projects. For atmospheric variables, we
use the National Centers for Environmental Prediction/National Center for Atmo-
spheric Research (NCEP/NCAR) Reanalysis Project (Kistler et al., 2001). Variables
of interest from the NCEP/NCAR Reanalysis are SLP and streamfunction, which
reside on a 2.5◦ by 2.5◦ horizontal grid and 17 vertical pressure levels, ranging non-
uniformly from 1000 to 10 hPa. The data span 1950 - 2008 and are monthly-mean
values. SSTs are are taken from the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Adminis-
tration Extended Reconstruction SST dataset (NOAA ER SSTs), version 3 (Smith
et al., 2008). The monthly-mean SST values from the NOAA ER SSTs are gridded
on a 2 ◦ by 2 ◦ global horizontal grid. The data used in the analyses span 1950 - 2008
and are monthly-mean values.
Observational precipitation data used in Chapter 5 originate from two sources.
The Climate Prediction Center Merged Analysis of Precipitation (CMAP) dataset,
which combines in situ rain gauge measurements and satellite-derived estimates of
precipitation (Xie and Arkin, 1997), is one of them. The CMAP data are on a
2.5◦ by 2.5◦ horizontal grid globally and extend back to 1979. For this study, the
“non-enhanced” version of the CMAP dataset is used (i.e., no assimilated data from
numerical model output). A second observational precipitation dataset used is the
40-yr European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts Re-Analysis (ERA-40)
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(e.g., Simmons and Gibson 2000). These data are interpolated onto a 2.5◦ by 2.5◦
horizontal grid globally, and the dataset extends from 1957 - 2002.
2.1.2 Models
2.1.2.1 The International Centre for Theoretical Physics (ICTP) Model
Model experiments for testing the influence of tropical Pacific SST variability
on the NPO and NPGO (Chapter 3) and for generating precipitation fields for SST
reconstructions (Chapter 5) are done using the International Centre for Theoretical
Physics (ICTP) AGCM, also known as “SPEEDY” (Simplified Parameterization,
primitivE-Equation DYnamics). The model atmosphere consists of eight vertical
layers and T30 horizontal resolution (3.75◦ by 3.75◦ on a longitude/latitude grid).
The physical parameterizations of the model are described in Molteni (2003), and
prior applications of the model in various configurations can be found in Bracco et al.
(2006), Kucharski et al. (2006), and Kucharski et al. (2007). The model can be run
with two different lower boundary conditions for the ocean: (1) with prescribed SSTa
forcing the atmosphere; or (2) with a slab ocean; i.e., an interactive mixed layer
with constant depth. Details on specific experiments and configurations used for the
various analyses are provided in Chapters 3 and 5.
2.1.2.2 IPCC Models
For analysis of NPDV in coupled climate models, we use the 24 coupled cli-
mate models that were analyzed in the IPCC AR4 (Table 2.1). These models are
all part of the Coupled Model Intercomparison Project Phase 3 (CMIP3), but will
be referred to as the “IPCC models” in this work. The model output is available
for downloading and processing through FTP or OPeNDAP from the Program for
Climate Model Diagnosis and Intercomparison (PCMDI) at the Lawrence Livermore
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National Laboratory3. We use the 20C3M scenario (i.e., greenhouse gas concentra-
tions increase throughout the 20th century as in observations) to represent the 20th
century climate and the SRESA1B scenario (i.e., atmospheric CO2 levels increase to
720 parts per million by 2100 and are stabilized at that level thereafter) to represent
the 21st century climate. More details on the variables used and specific methods of
analysis for the IPCC model output is reserved for Chapter 4.
2.2 General Methodology and Statistical Techniques
This section highlights the major statistical techniques and methods used
throughout the dissertation and provides background on them. Common to all anal-
yses, monthly-mean anomalies of the atmospheric or oceanic field of interest are
employed. Anomalies are computed by subtracting the climatological monthly-mean
value at each grid point from the raw field. All anomalies are also linearly detrended to
eliminate the influence of trends on the underlying statistical and inferred dynamical
relationships among variables.
2.2.1 Linear Regression Analysis
For two arbitrary time series x(t) and y(t), the approximation of y(t), using
x(t) as a linear predictor, can be written as
y(t) = ŷ(t) + ε(t) = ao + a1x(t) + ε(t) (2.1)
where ŷ(t) denotes a linear approximation between x(t) and y(t), and ε is the error
in this approximation (e.g., Wilks 2006). The optimal choices for ao and a1 are those
3More information on the program is available at http://www-pcmdi.llnl.gov/.
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Table 2.1. List of IPCC AR4 models analyzed in this study, along with the number of
realizations available for processing for both the 20C3M and SRESA1B scenarios.
Originating Group, Country Model Name
Realizations (20C3M
/ SRESA1B)
Bjerknes Centre for Climate Research, Nor-
way
BCCR-BCM2.0 1/1
Canadian Centre for Climate Modeling and
Analysis, Canada
CGCM3.1 (T47) 5/5
Canadian Centre for Climate Modeling and
Analysis, Canada
CGCM3.1 (T63) 1/1
Météo-France/Centre National de Recherches
Mtorologiques, France
CNRM-CM3 1/1
CSIRO Atmospheric Research, Australia CSIRO3.0 3/1
CSIRO Atmospheric Research, Australia CSIRO3.5 1/1
NOAA Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Labora-
tory, United States of America
GFDL2.0 3/1
NOAA Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Labora-
tory, United States of America
GFDL2.1 3/1
NASA Goddard Institute for Space Studies,
United States of America
GISS-AOM 2/2
NASA Goddard Institute for Space Studies,
United States of America
GISS-EH 5/3
NASA Goddard Institute for Space Studies,
United States of America
GISS-ER 9/5
Institute of Atmospheric Physics, China IAP-FGOALS1.0 3/3
Instituto Nazionale di Geofisica e Vulcanolo-
gia & Max Planck Institute for Meteorology,
Italy/Germany
INGV-ECHAM4 1/1
Institute of Numerical Mathematics, Russia INMCM3.0 1/1
Institute Pierre Simon Laplace, France IPSL-CM4 1/1
Center for Climate System Research, Japan MIROC-HIRES 1/1
Center for Climate System Research, Japan MIROC-MEDRES 3/3
Meteorological Institute of the University of
Bonn & Meteorological Research Institute of
KMA, Germany/Korea
MIUB-ECHO-G 5/3
Max Planck Institute for Meteorology, Ger-
many
MPI-ECHAM5 4/4
Meteorological Research Institute, Japan MRI-CGCM2.3.2 5/5
National Center for Atmospheric Research,
United States of America
NCAR-CCSM3.0 8/7
National Center for Atmospheric Research,
United States of America
NCAR-PCM1 4/4
Hadley Centre for Climate Prediction and Re-
search / Met Office, United Kingdom
UK-HADCM3 2/1
Hadley Centre for Climate Prediction and Re-
search / Met Office, United Kingdom
UK-HADGEM1 2/1
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that minimize the mean square error (MSE; i.e., ε2). Assuming that ε is Gaussian-
distributed, the optimal choices are:




















a1 is called the regression coefficient and describes the slope of the linear relationship
between the two variables (i.e., the change in y per unit change in x). If x is stan-
dardized, then the units of the regression coefficient are the units of y per standard
deviation in x.
2.2.1.1 Statistical Significance of Regression and Correlation Coefficients
(2.1) provides an estimate for predicting y(t) linearly based only on x(t).
However, deriving (2.1) does not necessarily mean the relationship is “statistically
significant.” That is, (2.1) could describe a relationship between two time series that
occurs simply by chance. In order to determine the statistical significance of the lin-







Note that the square of r tells us the fraction of the total variance of y(t) explained
by (2.1).
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Two methods for assessing the statistical significance of the correlation coeffi-
cient are used in this study:







where Neff is the effective sample size. Neff is used instead of the total sample
size, N , to account for persistence in the dataset. The larger the difference
between N and Neff , the more persistence the dataset contains. To calculate





where r1 and r2 are the lag-1 autocorrelations of x(t) and y(t), respectively.
2. The Bootstrap Method : Another method of significance testing for correlations
in time and space is the bootstrap approach (e.g., Wilks 2006). The original
time series are decomposed into their Fourier series, and subsequently 2000
red-noise time series with the same lag-1 correlation coefficient are simulated.
However, for each red-noise time series, the phases of the original time series are
randomized. The probability density function (PDF) of the cross-correlation
between those simulated series is then computed. Desired significance levels
(e.g., the 95% and 99% significance levels) are found by computing the area
under the PDF and comparing those values to the cross-correlation between
the two time series in question to accept or reject the null hypothesis (i.e.,
r = 0).
The determination of significance of a correlation coefficient in space or time is insen-
sitive to which method is chosen.
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2.2.2 EOF and Combined EOF Analysis
The major large-scale patterns of climate variability in the atmosphere and
ocean are characterized and defined by performing EOF analysis on the atmospheric
and oceanic variables. Traditional EOF analysis aims to break a large dataset with
many state vectors, represented by A, into a smaller set of state vectors that explains
a large fraction of the variability in the original dataset (e.g., Wilks 2006). With
combined EOF (cEOF) analysis, two or more variables are placed into A, which is
subsequently decomposed using singular value decomposition (SVD; e.g., Bretherton
et al. 1992).
With SVD, A can be factored into three distinct matrices:
A = UΣVT (2.9)
where the columns of U are the eigenvectors of AAT , the columns of V are the
eigenvectors of ATA (U and V are orthogonal), and the diagonal of Σ contains the
square roots of the non-zero eigenvalues of ATA and AAT . As an example, for
traditional EOF analysis, the columns of U represent the principal component (PC)
time series (i.e., temporal eigenvectors), and the columns of V are the EOFs (i.e.,
spatial eigenvectors) associated with each PC time series. The first EOF (EOF-1;
i.e., the first column is V) is called the leading EOF and is the spatial pattern that
explains the largest fraction of variability in the dataset. Subsequent EOFs explain
successively lower fractions of variability. The PC time series represents the temporal
evolution of each individual EOF pattern. For example, the first column of U (the
leading PC time series) describes the temporal evolution of the leading EOF.
EOFs/cEOFs and PCs alone have arbitrary amplitude and are dimensionless.
A convenient way to present EOFs is by regressing the original data onto standard-
ized values of the respective PC time series. The spatial pattern that emerges then
has units of the original data and illustrates a pattern of variability in the dataset.
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Furthermore, to obtain a time series representing a particular EOF-pattern but for
a longer time period than that performed in the EOF analysis, expansion coeffi-
cient (EC) time series can be computed by projecting raw individual monthly-mean
anomaly maps onto the EOF/cEOF spatial pattern of interest.
2.2.3 Power Spectrum Analysis
In climate dynamics, time series analyses involve not only regression and corre-
lation, but also the study of the periodicity of atmospheric and oceanic phenomenon.
One convenient method for this analysis is power spectrum analysis, which aims to
decompose a given time series into linear combinations of sine and cosine waves with
various frequencies. The following offers a brief overview of power spectrum analysis
and follows closely the description provided by Hartmann (cited 2010).























where k is the “wavenumber,” N is the total number of timesteps in the time series,
t is an individual time step, and T is the total time length. (2.10) illustrates that
each predictor (i.e., each cosine and sine wave) is a harmonic function that has a
frequency ω = k/T . The frequency ω =
N
2T
is the highest possible frequency that
can be resolved in the dataset and is known as the Nyquist frequency. From (2.10),
for a given k, a cosine and sine wave are being fitted with variable amplitude. This
is equivalent to fitting a cosine wave with variable amplitude and variable phase.
Regardless, for both cases, there are two predictors used for k.
The objective of using power spectrum analysis is ultimately to produce a plot









which is equivalent to the variance explained or the “energy” of the signal at that
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wavenumber. Employing the Discrete Fourier Transform, the coefficients, Ak and Bk,


































Ao = y. (2.15)
The numerical computation of power spectra typically uses the Fast Fourier
Transform (FFT) to calculate C2k . Such packages, however, assume that the time
series is cyclic and thus imposes cyclic continuity in processing the signal. This
assumption leads to “spectral leakage” at the endpoints. To reduce this effect, in this











if 0 ≤ |t| ≤ T
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which tapers the ends of the time series before applying FFT and reduces spectral
leakage.
The null hypothesis for power spectrum analysis is that of a red noise process





where R = − ∆t
ln r1
and r1 is the lag-1 autocorrelation of y(t). To assess the significance
of peaks in our power spectra versus the null hypothesis, we use the method outlined
in Torrence and Compo (1998) and Hartmann (cited 2010). A mean normalized
red-noise spectrum (i.e,̇ (2.17)) is calculated for the particular index, and the 95%
confidence spectrum is then found by multiplying Φ(ω) by the appropriate F -statistic.
Only peaks exceeding the significance spectrum are considered significant.
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Significance of the peaks also depends on the number of degrees of freedom
present in the power spectrum of interest. Spectral estimates inherently have 2 de-
grees of freedom associated with them. Hartmann (cited 2010) provides the following





where M∗ represents the number of individual spectral estimates. To increase the de-
grees of freedom in our power spectrum, we seek ways to decrease M∗, thus increasing
ν. Two accepted methods to reduce M∗ are:
1. Averaging multiple realizations of the power spectrum together. This technique
requires that the original time series be divided into a number of sub-series, and
power spectrum analysis be performed on each sub-series. The final power spec-
trum is then obtained by averaging together the individual spectra. Dividing
the time series into x sub-series increases ν x-fold. However, the disadvantage
of this method is that, as length of the sub-series decreases, so does the ability
to capture low-frequency variability.
2. Averaging adjacent spectral estimates together. This method simply employs
using a running mean on the values of the power spectrum. Doing an x-point
running mean will increase ν x-fold, but the bandwidth on the frequency axis
is reduced x-fold. Furthermore, one loses the highest and lowest resolvable
frequencies in the time series.




THE DYNAMICS OF THE NORTH PACIFIC
OSCILLATION AND ITS CONNECTION TO CENTRAL
PACIFIC WARMINGS AND PACIFIC DECADAL
VARIABILITY
3.1 Introduction
The prevailing paradigm of Pacific decadal climate variability centers around
two prominent patterns in the Pacific: ENSO in the tropical Pacific and the PDO
in the North Pacific (Mantua et al., 1997). The chain of events linking ENSO to
the PDO goes as follows. Through changes in equatorial Pacific SSTs, ENSO in-
duces changes in tropical Pacific convection patterns and thus alters the extratropical
wintertime atmospheric circulation via changes in Rossby wave source regions. In
particular, through teleconnections associated with the atmospheric bridge mecha-
nism (Alexander et al., 2002) wintertime storm tracks in the North Pacific are altered
in location and magnitude, thus affecting the strength and position of the AL. The
PDO is directly linked to variability in the AL (e.g., Miller et al. 2004; Chhak et al.
2009). Also known as the North Pacific “long-lived El Niño” (Zhang et al., 1997),
the PDO is likely the result of the integration of multiple modes of variability, both
internal to the ocean as well as forced by the atmosphere, that produce this multi-
decadal oceanic mode (e.g., Schneider and Cornuelle 2005). Like ENSO, the PDO
is also associated with teleconnections which impact precipitation and temperatures
across primarily North America (Mantua et al., 1997).
Recently, impacts of climate change in the North Pacific and tropical Pacific
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have excited other modes of variability in the Pacific, providing potential new in-
fluences upon Pacific decadal variability. In the tropical Pacific Ocean, Ashok et al.
(2007) recently identified the CPW phenomenon, formally defined as the second lead-
ing mode of tropical Pacific SSTa. The CPW phenomenon exhibits warm SSTa in the
central tropical Pacific flanked by negative anomalies in the eastern and western equa-
torial Pacific Ocean. This mode contrasts strongly with “canonical” ENSO episodes,
during which the axis of maximum positive SSTa exists closer to the South American
coast. Because of its relatively new identification in the climate literature, mecha-
nisms and dynamics related to CPWs remain unresolved. However, the projected
increase in frequency and magnitude of CPW events under greenhouse warming in
coupled climate models (Yeh et al., 2009) emphasizes the need to better understand
this mode.
As with the canonical ENSO feature, CPWs are also related to extratropi-
cal North Pacific atmospheric variability. Correlation analyses done by Ashok et al.
(2007) indicate that the CPW phenomenon is linked to SLP fluctuations in the sub-
tropical North Pacific, particularly near Hawaii. Anderson (2003, 2007) offers similar
connections between tropical Pacific SSTa variability and North Pacific subtropical
SLPa variations. These variations in the subtropical North Pacific atmosphere are
also tied into the variability of the NPO, as its southern node resides there (e.g.,
Walker and Bliss 1932; Rogers 1981).
Recent interest in the NPO has centered around two main topics. One topic is
the role of the NPO in the SFM (Vimont et al., 2001, 2003) (see Section 1.2.2 for more
details on the SFM). For the SFM, the NPO is thought of as an intrinsic mode of North
Pacific atmospheric variability that organizes into a preferred pattern that drives
the SSTa pattern that potentially excites an ENSO event. The other topic involves
teleconnections across the Pacific and the Northern Hemisphere associated with the
NPO. Rogers (1981) studied the impacts of the NPO on the position of the AL and
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consequences for storm activity across the Pacific Ocean. The study noted that the
NPO was the Pacific analog to the North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO), a pressure
dipole between Iceland and the Azores, but unlike the NAO, “its [the NPO’s] modes
occur randomly in time” (Rogers, 1981), implying the NPO is stochastic in nature.
In a subsequent study, Linkin and Nigam (2008) also noted that NPO variability
operates only on small timescales (i.e., weeks to months), limiting its predictability.
Variability in the North Pacific SLP field, however, also has important implica-
tions for decadal-scale variations in the North Pacific, particularly in the subtropical
North Pacific. In a recent paper by Di Lorenzo et al. (2010), we4 illustrated, through a
modeling experiment with the ICTP AGCM, that SLPa variability in the subtropical
North Pacific is forced by tropical Pacific SSTa variability. Indeed, the subtropical
North Pacific SLPa near Hawaii from the model are strongly correlated with the
CPW index (Di Lorenzo et al., 2010). Moreover, the response of the extratropical
SLPa field to the tropical Pacific forcing is then integrated by the underlying ocean
to form the decadal-scale expression of the NPGO. The latter result was confirmed
using a simple autoregressive model of order 1 (AR-1) model forced with SLPa near
and to the east of Hawaii to reconstruct the NPGO index (see Figure 4 of Di Lorenzo
et al. (2010)). Thus, there is substantial evidence that at least a portion of the
NPO (i.e., the southern node) exhibits a deterministic component that is intimately
tied to tropical Pacific SSTa variability, particularly that associated with the CPW
phenomenon.
This chapter diagnoses further the dynamics of the NPO and shows that both
nodes of the NPO are not alike. The subtropical node of the NPO has important low-
frequency variability that is connected with both the CPW phenomenon and also the
NPGO, while the northern node of the NPO is related to high frequency atmospheric
variability. The chapter begins with an overview of the data, the model experiments,
4I am a co-author on this paper.
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and statistical methods employed (Section 3.2). Then, Section 3.3 introduces some
key characteristics of the CPW phenomenon, both spatially and temporally, and its
link to the NPO. A detailed examination of the NPO and its individual poles in ob-
servations and the AGCM is presented in Section 3.4. Section 3.5 then decomposes
the NPO and its poles into a high-frequency component and low-frequency compo-
nent to illustrate the differences in strength and explanatory power of each pole. In
particular, the observational analyses show that the high-frequency component of
the NPO indices are connected with the ENSO precursor SSTa pattern, while the
low-frequency component of the NPO SP in particular is related to low frequency
changes in central tropical Pacific SSTa variability. A mechanism for the connections
between the CPW and the extratropical North Pacific atmospheric circulation is then
proposed in Section 3.6. Discussion of the results is offered in Section 3.7.
3.2 Analysis Techniques and Model Experiments
3.2.1 Observational Data
Atmospheric variables used in the study originate from the NCEP/NCAR
Reanalysis Project (Kistler et al., 2001). Monthly-mean values of the variables from
1950 - 2008 are analyzed with a focus on boreal winter values (December - February;
DJF) as this is the season when the climate patterns of interest are at their peak
variability and intensity. SLP and streamfunction at 200 hPa are the atmospheric
variables used. The only observed oceanic variable used in our analysis is SST from
the NOAA ER SSTs (Smith et al., 2008).
3.2.2 ICTP AGCM Experiments
To test hypotheses on the connection between NPO variability and tropical
Pacific SST forcing, two experiments are run with the ICTP AGCM. One experiment
consists of the model forced by prescribed time-varying SSTa globally from 1950 -
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2008 (herein referred to as the CONTROL run). This run depicts how well the model
performs in recreating the various relationships associated with the NPO and SSTa.
The second integration of the model is the same that was used by Di Lorenzo et al.
(2010). The run uses prescribed time-varying SSTa over the equatorial Pacific Ocean
(12◦S - 12◦N) only, while for the remainder of the ocean basins, the mixed layer
model is used with constant depth of 50 m. For the mixed layer configuration, a heat
flux climatology is generated from a previous integration of the model that is forced
with the NOAA ER SSTs from 1950 - 2008. This experiment, which consists of 45
ensemble members, is referred to as the TROP run. Each ensemble member differs by
randomizing the tropical Pacific SSTa forcing for the first two years of the integration,
and then allowing the model to evolve thereafter. Hence, for both the CONTROL
and TROP runs, we only use output from 1953 - 2008 for analysis to exclude the
“spin-up” output. Statistics and results shown from the TROP runs are derived from
the ensemble-mean statistics (i.e., statistics are computed for each ensemble member
separately and then averaged together). This method of ensemble averaging allows us
to retain both the signal from the tropical SSTa forcing and also some of the “noise”
from each ensemble member.
3.2.3 Statistical Methods and Index Definitions
Indices of the two dominant modes of variability referenced in this paper, the
NPO and the CPW, are defined as follows:
• The NPO Index. Vimont et al. (2003) define the NPO as the second lead-
ing EOF of November - March (NDJFM) North Pacific SLPa poleward of
15◦N. While this definition is convenient, using an EOF-based definition for
the AGCM runs is not ideal because the second leading EOF of the model
SLPa fields may not have the same location for the poles as seen in the obser-
vations (or even necessarily be the same pattern as observed). To avoid this
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problem, we define the NPO differently in this study. First, using observations,
we compute EOF-2 of NDJFM North Pacific SLPa and produce the correlation
map between NDJFM SLPa and the second PC time series. The two loading
centers of the NPO are identified and used to define two additional indices: the
NPO NorthPole (NPO NP) and NPO SouthPole (NPO SP) indices; i.e., the
area-averaged monthly-mean SLPa within the nodes. Finally, the NPO index
is defined simply as:
NPO(t) = NPONP (t)−NPOSP (t) (3.1)
Figure 3.1a illustrates the observed NPO signature obtained from correlating
NDJFM SLPa with the NPO index defined in (3.1), along with gray boxes
denoting the regions where the NPO NP and NPO SP are defined. The charac-
teristic dipole of the NPO is clearly recovered using this method. Furthermore,
the correlation between the NPO index computed using (3.1) and that from
EOF analysis is r = 0.98, validating this approach. Figs. 3.1b and 3.1c show
the NPO signature in the models, using the same regions as in Fig. 3.1a to con-
struct the model NPO index. In general, the correlation maps between the two
model runs match well with the observed NPO pattern (spatial correlations
for the model maps compared to the observations is r = 0.91 for the ICTP
CONTROL run and r = 0.87 for the ensemble-mean ICTP TROP runs).
• The CPW Index. In this study, the CPW index is defined as the second PC
time series of monthly-mean tropical Pacific SSTa (20◦S-20◦N, 80◦E - 60◦W),
similar to the definition used by Ashok et al. (2007).
Power spectrum analysis and filtering are the two primary techniques in iso-
lating variability at different frequencies for the NPO and CPW. Power spectra are
normalized so that values represent the percent of variance explained at a particular
period, with the total area under the curve equal to 100%. Time series are subdivided
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FIG. 3.1. (a) Correlation of observed DJF SLPa with the standardized NPO index from
observations (see text for details). Gray boxes denote the locations of the area-averaged
SLPa used to compute the NPO NorthPole (northernmost box) and NPO SouthPole (south-
ernmost box). (b) As in (a) but for SLPa and NPO index from the output of the CONTROL
run. (c) As in (a) but the ensemble-mean SLPa correlation pattern of the TROP runs.
three times, and a three-point running mean is applied to the power spectra, increas-
ing the degrees of freedom ninefold. Peaks that are referred to as “significant” in the
text are those peaks which pass the F -statistic test as described in Section 2.2.3. For
filtering of the time series, the Fourier transform method is used. Since this method
is problematic at the ends of time series, the first and last year of the time series (i.e.,
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12 values on either side) are discarded post-filtering when calculating regressions and
correlations with the filtered time series.
Relationships between the NPO and other atmospheric and oceanic variables
are deduced through linear regression and correlation analysis. The significance of
correlation coefficients is determined through a bootstrap approach, detailed in Sec-
tion 2.2.1.1.
3.3 Basic Characteristics of the CPW
Before exploring dynamical connections between the NPO and tropical Pa-
cific variability, we provide an overview of some basic characteristics of the CPW
phenomenon (Figure 3.2). The monthly time series of the CPW index (Fig. 3.2a)
displays variability at several frequencies. Year-to-year variations are evident as is
a low-frequency envelope of variability in the index. Two additional specific obser-
vations of the CPW index are: (1) Most of the 1990s show a prolonged period of
positive values of the CPW index, consistent with the reported prolonged El Niño
state observed at that time (e.g., Goddard and Graham 1997; van Loon et al. 2003);
and (2) The time series exhibits heteroskedasticity, whereby more low frequency vari-
ability is seen over high-frequency variability toward modern times. This change in
variance of the time series seemingly coincides with the 1976-77 “climate transition”,
which has tropical Pacific origins (e.g., Trenberth 1990; Graham et al. 1994; Zhang
et al. 1997; Deser et al. 2004; Deser and Phillips 2006).
Figs. 3.2b - 3.2c display spatial characteristics of the CPW phenomenon in
SSTa and SLPa via contemporaneous regressions on the index. The contemporaneous
regression of DJF SSTa onto the CPW index (Fig. 3.2b) displays warm anomalies in
the central Pacific Ocean, flanked on either side by negative anomalies. Negative
SSTa also extend in a horseshoe pattern into the extratropical North and South
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Pacific. Significant correlations in the SSTa field (p < 0.05; red contours in Fig.
3.2b) reside from the central tropical Pacific northeastward to the North American
coast, as well as a portion of the negative SSTa in the central North Pacific. The
SLPa pattern coinciding with the CPW phenomenon (Fig. 3.2c) displays two key
features: a shifted Walker circulation in the tropical Pacific and a distinct SLPa
dipole between the North Pacific and North America. The North Pacific features
are significant (p < 0.05) and reminiscent of NPO variability and its projection onto
North American SLP (e.g., Linkin and Nigam 2008), though the negative pole is
shifted eastward from the canonical NPO signature (Fig. 3.1a). The response in the
North Pacific atmosphere is notably different from that of the canonical ENSO on
the AL (e.g, Alexander et al. 2002, 2008).
Ten months prior to a CPW event, the Pacific SSTa field (Fig. 3.2d) has a
pattern similar to that in Fig. 3.2b but weaker in magnitude and insignificant almost
everywhere. The preceding SLPa pattern to the CPW (Fig. 3.2e) features a similar
dipole in SLPa in the North Pacific as in Fig. 3.2c, with positive SLPa in Alaska and
Canada and negative SLPa near and north of Hawaii. This precursor SLPa pattern
matches well with that identified by Vimont et al. (2001), Vimont et al. (2003),
and Anderson (2003). In particular, note that the negative SLPa near Hawaii are
significant in both the contemporary and antecedent regression patterns (Figs. 3.2c
and 3.2e).
To distinguish CPW variability from that of the canonical ENSO, we contrast
the power spectrum (Figure 3.3a) and autocorrelation function (ACF; Figure 3.3b) of
the CPW index to that of the NINO3 index, a measure of eastern Pacific warmings.
In the power spectra plot, the NINO3 power spectrum displays significant power
in the interannual band, as expected (Fig. 3.3a, black line). However, the CPW
index exhibits remarkably different behavior (Fig. 3.3a, red curve). The CPW power
spectrum shows a small peak near 2 years, illustrating biennial power in this type of
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FIG. 3.2. (a) The CPW index (3-month running mean; standardized) from 1950 - 2008.
(b) (shading) Regression of DJF SSTa (◦C) onto the standardized CPW index. Red contour
denotes areas where correlation coefficients exceed the 95% significance level. (c) As in (b)
but for DJF SLPa (hPa). (d) As in (b) but for lag = -10 months. (e) As in (c) but for lag
= -10 months. Negative lag indicates that the variable leads the CPW index.
El Niño. For periods longer than 2 years, the spectrum increases in power toward
low frequencies, with significant power from 6-10 years and even beyond. Thus, the
CPW phenomenon has both high-frequency and low-frequency power, in agreement
with our hypothesis of its role in seasonal and quasi-decadal variability of the North
Pacific. Fig. 3.3b illustrates that the NINO3 ACF has a quicker decay in time than the
CPW index; at a lag of one year, the ACF of the NINO3 index is already negative,
while for the CPW index, r ≈ 0.25. For longer lags (3-7 years), the ACF of the
NINO3 index is barely positive or near zero, unlike the CPW ACF, which oscillates
about r = −0.2.
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FIG. 3.3. (a) Power spectrum (plotted as percent variance) as a function of period (years)
for the NINO3 index (black) and CPW index (red). (b) The ACFs plotted versus lag
(years) of the NINO3 index (black) and CPW index (red). Horizontal black dashed line in
(b) denotes r = 0.
Figure 3.4 shows the correlations of SLPa and SSTa with both the CPW index
and the low-passed (periods > 7 years retained) NPO index. In the SLPa correlation
plots (Figs. 3.4a and 3.4c), both plots share a common location of strong correlations
located over Hawaii and to its east (a portion of which is denoted by the gray box,
which serves as the definition for an index used in later analyses). Furthermore, the
SSTa correlation plots between the CPW and low-passed NPO index are also highly
similar in structure (Figs. 3.4b and 3.4d). These similarities suggest that the effects of
the CPW may contribute to low-frequency variability in the subtropical North Pacific
atmosphere and, in turn, even the ocean.
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FIG. 3.4. (a) The correlation of observed monthly-mean SLPa with the monthly-mean
standardized CPW index. (b) The correlation of observed monthly-mean SSTa with the
monthly-mean standardized CPW index. (c) As in (a) but for the observed low-passed
(periods > 7 years retained) monthly-mean NPO index. (d) As in (b) but for the observed
low-passed monthly-mean NPO index. Gray boxes in (a) and (c) denotes region of SLPa
used to define the SLPa Hawaii index (see text).
3.4 Analysis of the NPO and Its Individual Poles
Having examined the statistical connections between the CPW and the NPO,
particularly the southern node near Hawaii, our focus shifts to examining more in-
depth the NPO phenomenon. While the NPO, by its original definition, denotes
an apparent see-saw in pressure between Alaska and Hawaii, this oscillation is not
necessarily present at all frequencies. This section and the next offer a detailed
analysis of the two poles of the NPO to show that they behave very differently in
time and space from one another.
To investigate the variability in each node of the NPO separately, we use the
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NPO NP and NPO SP indices defined earlier (Section 3.2.3). We define additionally
one more index - an index of the average SLPa over Hawaii (called the SLPa Hawaii
index). The index is defined as the average of the SLPa contained within the gray box
in Figs. 3.4a and 3.4c. This index is included for a few reasons: (a) its use in previous
studies concerning ENSO precursor/CPW activity (e.g., Anderson 2003, 2007); (b)
Hawaii lies within the southern node of the NPO (Fig. 3.1a); and (c) for comparison
with the ICTP model output, since the NPO southern node in the model runs is
displaced slightly from the location in observations (Figs. 3.1b and 3.1c).
Table 3.1 shows the correlations between the four indices (i.e., NPO, NPO
NP, NPO SP, and SLPa Hawaii indices) in observations and the two model runs.
All correlation values significant at the p < 0.01 level are indicated with a double
asterisk (**). For the observations, the NPO index is nearly identical to the NPO NP
index (correlation close to unity). This high correlation suggests that the NPO index
is overwhelmingly dominated by the variability in its northern node. Indeed, the
weakest correlations seen in observations are between the NPO NP and the NPO SP
(r = −0.50) and the SLPa Hawaii (r = −0.37) indices. The correlation coefficients
for the CONTROL run match very well with the observations, except the relation-
ships between the NPO/NPO SP and NPO NP/NPO SP are weaker. However, the
model has almost no relationship between its NPO NP and SLPa Hawaii indices
(r = −0.07). For the TROP runs, all correlations are nearly identical to those in the
CONTROL run, though the NPO/NPO SP correlation increases a bit (r = −0.44
for the CONTROL;. r = −0.50 for the TROP ensemble-mean). Another noticeable
difference between the model runs and observations is the relationship between the
NPO and the NPO SP/SLPa Hawaii indices - for these indices, the correlations are
dramatically reduced from the observations. Overall, the results in Table 3.1 indicate
that (a) the NPO index is strongly tied to the NPO NP variability more than its
southern node, even in the AGCM, and (b) the NPO NP and SLPa Hawaii indices
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Table 3.1. The cross-correlation between the four indices used to describe NPO variability.
Results shown for the observations, the CONTROL run, and the TROP runs (i.e., the
ensemble-mean correlation). Correlations with a double asterisk (**) are significant at the
99% level.
Correlated Indices Observations CONTROL
TROP
(ENSMEAN)
r(NPO, NPO NP) 0.97** 0.97** 0.97**
r(NPO, NPO SP) -0.70** -0.44** -0.50**
r(NPO, SLPa Hawaii) -0.50** -0.27** -0.26**
r(NPO NP, NPO SP) -0.50** -0.22** -0.25**
r(NPO NP, SLPa Hawaii) -0.37** -0.07 -0.05
r(NPO SP, SLPa Hawaii) 0.68** 0.83** 0.80**
are the least related among the four indices, particularly in the model where the
relationship is close to 0.
Figure 3.5a presents the power spectra of the NPO index (black curve), the
NPO NP index (red curve), the NPO SP index (blue curve), and the SLPa Hawaii
index (gray curve). For the NPO index, the power spectrum shows minor peaks at
periods < 1 year, but then a relatively flat spectrum followed by a slight increase
in power in the 3-6 year band. The power spectrum of the NPO NP index (Fig.
3.5a, red curve) follows closely that of the NPO index, with a local maximum in the
2-3 year band and decreasing thereafter. None of the peaks for the NPO or NPO
NP power spectrum are significant at the 95% level. The NPO SP power spectrum,
however, is quite different than the previous two indices (Fig. 3.5a, blue curve). For
periods less than 2 years, the NPO SP power spectrum follows closely that of the
NPO and NPO NP. But for periods longer than 2 years, the spectrum increases in
power and has a significant peak in the 4-7 year band (dashed blue line in Fig. 3.5a
denotes the 95% significance level). The power at this peak is nearly triple that of
the power in the NPO and NPO NP indices at those same periods. Finally, the
SLPa Hawaii index (Fig. 3.5a, gray line) exhibits a similar power spectrum to that of
the NPO SP index, but its maximum power is higher in magnitude and broader in
frequency, with significant periods ranging from ∼3-15 years (dashed gray line in Fig.
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3.5a denotes the 95% significance level for the SLPa Hawaii power spectrum). Hence,
the existence of interannual and decadal-scale power in/near the subtropical node
of the NPO indicates that the NPO phenomenon may not be wholly stochastic as
previous studies suggested. Moreover, the similarity in the power spectra of the SLPa
Hawaii index and the CPW index (Fig. 3.3) further implies a dynamical connection
between the two.
To check robustness of these results, power spectrum analysis is repeated for
a station record of monthly-mean SLPa from Honolulu, HI, dating from 1921 - 2008
(Quayle, 1989)5 Fig. 3.5b shows the power spectrum for this station record along with
the 95% significance curve (dashed black line). Indeed, the Honolulu station record
does exhibit enhanced significant power at low frequencies (7-15 years and beyond).
The power spectra for the NPO indices from the ICTP model runs are shown
in Figs. 3.5c (CONTROL) and 3.5d (TROP ENSMEAN). In the CONTROL run (Fig.
3.5c), the spectra follow the observations well in structure, though the magnitude of
power for the NPO SP and SLPa Hawaii indices is less at quasi-decadal scales than
their observational counterparts. The SLPa Hawaii index still retains significance at
the ∼3-15 year band, but the NPO SP power spectrum no longer contains significant
peaks. Much of this lack of significance in the NPO SP power spectrum arises from
the damping of variance in the power spectrum from the CONTROL run, not in
actual structure of the power spectrum (i.e., it still peaks in the interannual time
frame). These results are consistent with the damping of low-frequency atmospheric
signals in AGCMs forced with prescribed time-varying mid-latitude SSTs (Bladé,
1997; Barsugli and Battisti, 1998).
The ensemble-mean power spectra from the ICTP TROP runs recover much
of the characteristics of the observed spectra, including at low frequencies (Fig. 3.5d).
5The data were downloaded from the Data Support Section (DSS) of the Computational and
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FIG. 3.5. (a) Power spectra (plotted as percent variance) of the NPO index (solid black),
the NPO NP index (solid red), the NPO SP index (solid blue), and the SLPa Hawaii index
(solid gray). Dashed blue (gray) line denotes the 95% significance curve for the NPO SP
(SLPa Hawaii) power spectrum (b) Power spectrum (solid black) of a station record of
Honolulu SLP from 1921 - 2008. Dashed black line denotes 95% significance curve. (c) As
in (a) but for the ICTP CONTROL run. (d) As in (a) but for the ensemble-mean spectra
of the indices from the ICTP TROP runs. The power spectra of the NPO and NPO NP
indices do not pass any significance test and thus their significance curves are not plotted.
The power spectra of the NPO and NPO NP indices remain relatively flat for all
periods, including high frequencies. However, the SLPa Hawaii and NPO SP power
spectra in the ensemble-mean display interannual to decadal scale variability, with
peaks actually broadening for both indices compared to the observed and the CON-
TROL (Figs. 3.5a and 3.5c). Most of the low-frequency signature of the SLPa Hawaii
index is significant, though that of the NPO SP just barely misses significance for the
ensemble-mean. Nevertheless, the ensemble-mean results indicate that the tropical
Pacific SSTa forcing alone contributes significant power to the low-frequency content
of the subtropical North Pacific SLP indices, further supporting our hypothesis of the
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tropically-forced low-frequency variability of the NPO SP.
3.5 High-Frequency and Low-Frequency NPO Variability
3.5.1 Observations
As seen in Fig. 3.5, NPO variability consists of both high frequency and low
frequency, particularly depending on which pole is studied. Based on evidence pre-
sented earlier, we hypothesize that the different frequency bands of the poles of the
NPO contribute to two different processes in the tropical Pacific and North Pacific.
At high frequencies, NPO variability generates warm SSTa in the central tropical
Pacific Ocean, which may initiate a canonical ENSO or a CPW event (Vimont et al.,
2001, 2003; Anderson, 2003). For decadal-scale variability, the NPO SP and SLPa
Hawaii indices should project most strongly onto the central tropical Pacific SSTa
because these indices contain the low-frequency content similar to that in the CPW.
In the following analyses, each of the four NPO indices are decomposed into
two frequency bands: a high-passed version, which retains signals with periods less
than 2 years, and a low-passed version, which retains signals with periods greater than
7 years. The 2-year cutoff for the high-pass filter allows us to examine seasonal signals
and resolve the SFM along with high-frequency variability of the CPW phenomenon.
The 7-year cutoff for the low-pass filter was chosen to coincide with low-frequency
CPW variability.
Figure 3.6 displays the lag correlation of DJF SSTa with the high-pass filtered
versions of the NPO index (top row), NPO NP index (second row), inverted NPO
SP index (third row), and inverted SLPa Hawaii index (fourth row) for three specific
lags: lag 0 (Fig. 3.6, Column 1), lag +6 months (Fig. 3.6, Column 2), and lag +12
months (Fig. 3.6, Column 3) (positive lags indicate that the index leads the SSTa).
The last two indices are inverted so that positive SSTa are related to the positive
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phase of the NPO. The lag 0 pattern depicts the characteristic ENSO precursor
pattern in SSTs (e.g., Penland and Sardeshmukh 1995). The lag 0 correlation maps
for the NPO and NPO SP high-pass filtered indices are very similar in structure and
magnitude (Figs. 3.6a and 3.6c), indicating that the NPO SP index alone is capable of
capturing the ENSO precursor pattern. By contrast, the SSTa correlation map with
the high-pass filtered NPO NP index (Fig. 3.6b) has its highest correlation values
in the far North Pacific and a weaker signal in the subtropical North Pacific. This
difference further supports that the NPO NP has a stronger influence locally in the
North Pacific because of its strong relation to high-latitude atmospheric forcing. The
correlation maps of SSTa correlation with the high-passed SLPa Hawaii index (Fig.
3.6d) is similar to that of the NPO index (Fig. 3.6a).
Looking at future lags, the propagation of the subtropical SSTa into the trop-
ical Pacific Ocean 12 months later is clearly evident for the high-passed NPO SP and
SLPa Hawaii correlation plots (i.e., Figs. 3.6g and 3.6k for the NPO SP index and
3.6h and 3.6l for SLPa Hawaii index). This propagation is the key signature of the
SFM, and thus these two indices most clearly capture it. Note that the NPO and
NPO NP indices too show a propagation of SSTa, but the correlations are weaker
than for the other two indices. Furthermore, the evolution of the subtropical SSTa
pattern is quite different, particularly at lag +6 months, where the high-passed NPO
and NPO NP correlation plots actually suggest nearly zero or very weakly positive
correlations in SSTa near Hawaii (Figs. 3.6e and 3.6f).
While the SSTa correlation maps with the high-pass filtered versions of the
four NPO indices capture the ENSO precursor pattern, correlation maps with the
low-pass filtered versions of the same indices are tied more strongly to the CPW
phenomenon (Figure 3.7). Using the low-pass filtered the NPO SP and SLPa Hawaii
indices (Figs. 3.7c and 3.7d) produce very similar SSTa correlation maps to that of








































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































tropical Pacific Ocean northeastward just south of Hawaii and up the North Amer-
ican coast. Negative correlations extend from the Maritime Continent and western
subtropical North Pacific into the central North Pacific. For the correlation map asso-
ciated with the low-passed NPO index (Fig. 3.7a), the signal across the far northern
and northwestern Pacific Ocean is stronger than in the NPO SP or SLPa Hawaii cor-
relation maps, while the positive correlations in the subtropical and tropical Pacific
Ocean are comparable in structure but lower in magnitude. The SSTa correlation
map with the low-passed NPO NP index, however, has a slightly different pattern
(Fig. 3.7b). Maximum positive correlations exist in the far North Pacific, in the same
region as seen with the high-passed NPO NP correlation map (Fig. 3.6b) and also
where the correlations with the low-passed NPO index are a maximum. This result
is expected - recall from Table 3.1 that the NPO and NPO NP index are virtually
identical, as are their power spectra (Fig. 3.5a).
More evidence of the dominance of the NPO SP and SLPa Hawaii in low-
frequency connections with the tropical Pacific SSTa and the CPW phenomenon is
shown in Figure 3.8. When correlating the low-passed versions of the CPW index with
the low-passed NPO or NPO NP indices, the correlations are insignificant (r = 0.56
and r = 0.31, respectively). However, for the NPO SP and SLPa Hawaii indices, the
correlations are high and significant (r = 0.77 for both; p < 0.05; Figs. 3.8c and 3.8d).
In particular, for almost most of the 1990s, a time of moderate CPW activity (Fig.
3.2a), the low-passed NPO SP and SLPa Hawaii indices almost perfectly coincide
with the low-passed CPW index.
3.5.2 Low Frequency Connections in the ICTP Model
The observational results presented in Section 3.5.1 supports our hypothesis
of the dual-role of the NPO at different frequencies: its role in the SFM at high fre-
quencies and its connection with tropical Pacific SSTa variability, particularly in the
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FIG. 3.7. Correlation of observed DJF SSTa with the low-pass (greater than 7 years)
filtered NPO indices for observations: (a) NPO index; (b) NPO NP index; (c) NPO SP
index (inverted); (d) SLPa Hawaii index (inverted).
region of the CPW phenomenon, at low frequencies. We now use the ICTP TROP
runs to test our hypothesis that tropical Pacific SSTa variability forces and drives the
low-frequency NPO SP/SLPa Hawaii signature. Figure 3.9 shows the CONTROL
and ensemble-mean correlation maps between the tropical Pacific SSTa in the model
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FIG. 3.8. (a) The observed low-passed NPO index (black) and low-passed CPW index
(red) from 1951-2007. (b) As in (a) but with the low-passed NPO NP index (black). (c)
As in (a) but with the low-passed NPO SP index (inverted; black). (d) As in (a) but with
the low-passed SLPa Hawaii index (inverted; black). Correlations between the two indices
indicated in each panel. Single asterisk (*) denotes that the correlation is significant at the
p < 0.05 level.
and the low-passed versions of the four NPO indices. Here, the CONTROL run is
included as a baseline for comparison. Immediately noticeable is the great difference
between using the low-passed NPO/NPO NP and NPO SP/SLPa Hawaii indices in
the correlations. The CONTROL and TROP ENSMEAN NPO/NPO NP correlation
plots (Figs. 3.9a - b and 3.9e - f) show that these indices have almost no correlation
or even weak negative correlations with SSTa in the tropics, contrary to what we see
in the observations (Fig. 3.7). However, when looking at the bottom two rows of Fig.
3.9, the CONTROL run of the model correctly simulates the positive correlations
with the low-passed inverted NPO SP and SLPa Hawaii (Figs. 3.9c and 3.9d). The
tropical Pacific-forced-only runs of the model also recover these positive correlations
in the central tropical Pacific, particularly for the SLPa Hawaii correlation map (Fig.
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3.9h). Indeed, these results indicate that tropical Pacific SSTa directly drive low-
frequency power in the subtropical node of the NPO.
3.6 A Proposed Mechanism for CPW/Extratropical North
Pacific Connections
The previous sections highlighted that NPO variability differs depending on
the pole examined or whether dealing with high-frequency or low-frequency vari-
ability. Results indicated that the subtropical node of the NPO/SLPa near Hawaii
captured both the high- and low-frequency signatures of the NPO in the SSTa field.
CONTROL TROP (ENSMEAN)
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FIG. 3.9. (a) Correlation of DJF SSTa with the low-pass (greater than 7 years) filtered
NPO indices from the CONTROL run: (a) NPO index; (b) NPO NP index; (c) NPO SP
index (inverted); (d) SLPa Hawaii index (inverted). (e) - (h) As in (a) - (d) but for the
ensemble-mean correlation patterns from the TROP runs.
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Moreover, as shown with the model results, tropical Pacific SSTa are a key driver for
the subtropical North Pacific SLPa near Hawaii at low frequencies.
As a step toward understanding the dynamical links between the subtropical
North Pacific atmosphere and the CPW, a potential mechanism involving a Rossby
wavetrain related to the CPW is presented in Figure 3.10. The 200 hPa streamfunc-
tion anomaly (Ψ′) regression pattern associated with the CPW index (Fig. 3.10a;
shading) clearly shows a Rossby wavetrain originating in the central tropical Pacific
and oriented north/south, with maximum amplitude centers in the Northern Hemi-
sphere just to the south/southeast and north/northwest of the Hawaiian Islands. The
wavetrain associated with the CPW does not project strongly into Alaska and east-
ern Russia. However, the wavetrain does project directly onto the signature of the
SLPa Hawaii index in the upper troposphere (Fig. 3.10a; line contours), with the pos-
itive and negative contours/shaded contours coinciding. To contrast this wavetrain
with that associated with the canonical ENSO phenomenon, Fig. 3.10b shows the
regression of 200 hPa Ψ′ with the NINO3 index (shading) and the SLPa Hawaii index
(contours). The wavetrain excited by a canonical ENSO episode is displaced slightly
east of that by the CPW and is oriented more northeastward, projecting much less
on the upper tropospheric Hawaiian SLPa signature (Fig. 3.10b, line contours) and
more on the mean position of the AL (i.e., the region of strong negative Ψ′ south
of Alaska; Fig. 3.10b). In fact, across the far northern Pacific and into Alaska, note
that negative streamfunction anomalies associated with NINO3 project onto positive
streamfunction anomalies associated with the SLPa Hawaii index, indicating a can-
cellation in the net. Thus, there is a noticeable difference in the projection of the
CPW phenomenon vs. the canonical ENSO signature in the North Pacific, the former
which has a direct impact on the region near the NPO SP/Hawaii.
Differences also exist in North America and the North American east coast.
For the CPW regression pattern, negative streamfunction anomalies maximize in the
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200 hPa Ψ′ Regressed on DJF CPW / -SLPa Hawaii (a)
200 hPa Ψ′ Regressed on NINO3 / -SLPa Hawaii(b)
























FIG. 3.10. (a) (shading) Regression of Ψ′ (m2s−1) onto DJF values of the standardized
CPW index. (Contours) Regression of Ψ′ (m2s−1) anomalies onto DJF values of the stan-
dardized inverted SLPa Hawaii index. (b) As in (a) but shading represents regression of Ψ′
(m2s−1) onto DJF values of the standardized NINO3 index. (c) (shading) Regression of Ψ′
(m2s−1) onto DJF values of the standardized low-passed (i.e., periods greater than 7 years
retained) CPW index. (Contours) Regression of Ψ′ (m2s−1) onto DJF values of the low-
passed standardized inverted SLPa Hawaii index. In all plots, gray contours have contour
interval 1x106 m2s−1 (. . . ,−2.5x106, −1.5x106, −0.5x106, 0.5x106, 1.5x106,. . . ). Positive
(negative) regression coefficients are solid (dashed) and indicate anomalous anticyclonic
(cyclonic) circulation for the Northern Hemisphere. For the Southern Hemisphere, positive
(negative) anomalies indicate anomalous cyclonic (anticyclonic) circulation.
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northeastern United States (Fig. 3.10a). However, for the canonical ENSO, the neg-
ative streamfunction anomalies have a maximum magnitude across the southeastern
United States (Fig. 3.10b) with weaker anomalies in Canada and the northern United
States. These differences emphasize that canonical and central Pacific El Niño events
have different effects on the storm tracks along the eastern United States and thus
which type of El Niño develops can affect seasonal forecasts for Pacific and Atlantic
wintertime weather.
Finally, when looking at low-frequency CPW variability and its connection
with the low-frequency upper tropospheric circulation, Fig. 3.10c illustrates that the
contours and shading nearly coincide exactly, supporting the idea that NPO variabil-
ity is influenced by seasonal and low-frequency changes in the CPW phenomenon.
Additionally, the low-frequency streamfunction regression map still exhibits negative
anomalies in the northeastern United States and off the New England coast, sug-
gesting that the quasi-decadal changes in the CPW could play a role in changes in
storm variability and climate in that area. More work is needed to elucidate these
low frequency relationships between the extratropical atmosphere and CPW activity.
3.7 Chapter Summary and Discussion
The analyses presented in this chapter contribute to addressing two initial
hypotheses involving the NPO: (1) While the NPO itself is stochastic, its individual
nodes exhibit different behavior in space and especially in frequency content; and
(2) NPO SP variability at low frequencies is related to and forced by tropical Pacific
SSTa variability. Through observational analyses and modeling experiments, we have
affirmed these hypotheses and thus highlighted important dynamics associated with
the NPO that are tied to other large-scale modes of Pacific interannual and decadal
climate variability.
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The dissection of the NPO into its two poles reveals that the phenomenon is
dominated by two different processes for each pole. By nature of being an oscillation,
the NPO NP and NPO SP are correlated, especially for high-frequency variability.
Indeed, the power spectra for all NPO indices are nearly identical for periodicities less
than 2 years (Fig. 3.5a). But, the NPO NP power spectrum has no significant power
at longer periods, suggesting that seasonal variability dominates this mode. The NPO
SP power spectrum, by contrast, illustrates significantly longer-term periodicity (5-10
years), which is matched well by a Hawaiian station record (Fig. 3.5b). The difference
in the characteristics of each node illustrates the definition of the NPO via an EOF
analysis masks the importance of the NPO SP in its role in long-term North Pacific
and tropical Pacific climate variability. In particular, Figs. 3.6 and 3.7 illustrate
that the NPO SP and SLPa Hawaii indices sufficiently capture a SSTa propagation
pattern that is consistent with CPW activity and also possibly with the SFM at high
frequencies and the connections between the NPO and the CPW at low frequencies.
Moreover, the NPO and NPO NP indices are unable to explain low frequency changes
in the central tropical Pacific/CPW, but the subtropical NPO indices do (Fig. 3.8).
Our original hypothesis that low frequency NPO variability is largely driven
by tropical Pacific SSTa was supported with the TROP runs. The low-frequency con-
nections between particularly the NPO SP/SLPa Hawaii indices and the CPW-type
variability in the tropical SSTa field (Figs. 3.9g - 3.9h) demonstrates that variability
in the tropical Pacific contributes to the deterministic component of the subtropical
node of the NPO. This link between tropical Pacific SSTa variability/CPW variabil-
ity and the SLPa Hawaii index also holds for the unfiltered time series (Di Lorenzo
et al., 2010), suggesting a multi-timescale link between the two. Moreover, as the
NPO/NPO SP is the primary forcing for the NPGO, the low-frequency component of
the SLPa Hawaii index from the ensemble-mean of the TROP runs indeed reconstructs
a substantial fraction of the low-frequency characteristics of the NPGO (Di Lorenzo
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et al., 2010). Thus, there is a link between decadal-scale oceanic variability in the
North Pacific (i.e., the NPGO) and that in the tropical Pacific (i.e., CPW). The two
climate variability patterns also share a common correlation pattern, lending more
support to the dynamical connection between the two climate variability patterns.
With the links between the deterministic component of the NPO SP from
tropical Pacific SSTa variability, the links between SSTa variability in the CPW region
and SLPa Hawaii as well as the NPGO, we have the necessary pieces to build a similar
framework of tropical Pacific - North Pacific interannual and decadal-scale variability
to that of the ENSO-AL-PDO framework. More about this new framework is reserved
for the conclusions (Chapter 6). However, what is lacking in an “atmospheric bridge”
and/or “oceanic tunnel”-type mechanism which links these three secondary modes
of variability (i.e., the CPW, NPO, and NPGO) together dynamically. Section 3.6
offers initial evidence that a unique atmospheric bridge is at work in the Pacific for
the CPW phenomenon, with implications for changes in atmospheric circulation in
North America and the Atlantic that are different than that associated with eastern
Pacific warmings (Fig. 3.10). Parallel analyses like those reviewed and conducted in
Alexander et al. (2002) are needed to further develop this hypothesized mechanism




NORTH PACIFIC DECADAL VARIABILITY AND ITS
REPRESENTATION IN COUPLED CLIMATE MODELS
The work presented in this chapter is now accepted for publication in Journal
of Climate (Furtado et al., 2010).
Chapter 3 presented evidence of a new framework of NPDV that includes sec-
ondary modes of variability in the tropical Pacific - North Pacific climate system -
the CPW, the NPO, and the NPGO. This framework is now employed to investigate
how the leading coupled climate models capture the leading two modes of SLPa and
SSTa in the North Pacific and tropical Pacific Ocean. As shown, the models have sig-
nificant issues capturing the second leading modes of North Pacific ocean-atmosphere
variability and their dynamical connection. More importantly, the links between the
tropical and extratropical modes of variability is very questionable and even inaccu-
rate in these models. Such results present caution on interpreting predicted changes
in the global climate system related to NPDV derived from the IPCC models.
4.1 Background and Motivation
NPDV is a key component in predictability studies of both regional and global
climate change. Namias (1969) identified “climatic regimes” linked to changes in
North Pacific SST induced by shifts in atmospheric SLP patterns in both the winter
and summer. Subsequent studies by Namias (1972) and Davis (1976) explored the
predictability aspect of these large-scale patterns of variability in the North Pacific
in both the atmosphere and the ocean, the latter of which retains more memory
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and can thus sustain multi-decadal variability. Though studies of NPDV remained
dormant through the 1980s, the emergence of the ENSO phenomenon in the climate
literature in the 1990s reinvigorated interest in the subject (e.g., Trenberth 1990;
Graham et al. 1994; Trenberth and Hurrell 1994; Zhang et al. 1997). The discovery of
links between NPDV and changes in marine ecosystems (Mantua et al. 1997; Mantua
and Hare 2000), along with its connections to tropical Pacific climate variability (e.g.,
Alexander et al. 2002; Anderson 2003; Newman et al. 2003; Deser et al. 2004; Newman
2007; Alexander et al. 2008; Di Lorenzo et al. 2008), emphasizes the need to better
understand and characterize NPDV for global climate change predictions.
Given the links between the PDO and the NPGO and global climate, as de-
scribed in Chapter 1, the predictability and characterization of these two modes in
coupled climate models is an important open question in climate dynamics. Thus far,
studies concerning long-term predictability of Pacific climate have focused on changes
in the amplitude and frequency of ENSO and subsequent effects on teleconnection
patterns (e.g., Meehl et al. 2006; Merryfield 2006; Yeh and Kirtman 2007). Overland
and Wang (2007), by contrast, examined changes in the PDO under future warming
scenarios in ten coupled models used in the IPCC AR4. This study found that the
ensemble-mean of the ten models predicted uniform warming of the entire North Pa-
cific basin with no change in the mean spatial pattern of the PDO. Newman (2007)
explored interannual to decadal predictability of tropical and North Pacific SSTs in
the IPCC models and concluded that North Pacific/tropical Pacific connections in the
IPCC models were poorly represented, thus affecting predictability of decadal-scale
variability with the models. Considering these previous studies, there still remains
questions on potential changes in the frequency of the leading modes of North Pacific
variability and the degree to which these modes of variability are tied to atmospheric
forcing patterns, both directly and remotely.
The focus of this chapter is to address some of these outstanding issues through
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analysis of output from the 24 coupled climate models used in the IPCC AR4. The
goals are: (1) to quantify the statistics of the leading patterns of NPDV climate
variability, both in hindcast (20th century) simulations and future (21st century) pro-
jections; (2) to evaluate the relationship between atmospheric forcing and the oceanic
modes of NPDV; and (3) to assess the degree to which known atmospheric-oceanic
teleconnections between the tropical Pacific and the North Pacific are represented in
the models. Data and techniques used are first presented in Section 4.2. Section 4.3
parallels Overland and Wang (2007) in looking at the leading EOFs of North Pacific
SSTa as well as the power spectra associated with these leading patterns. Then,
Section 4.4 explores the use of a simple AR-1 model to evaluate atmosphere-ocean
connections in the North Pacific. Section 4.5 explores how the models capture tele-
connections between the tropical Pacific and the North Pacific associated with both
the canonical ENSO and CPWs. A synthesis of the results concludes the chapter.
4.2 Data and Methods
4.2.1 Specifics on IPCC Model Output
A description of the IPCC models was presented in Section 2.1.2.2 with a list
of the models in Table 2.1. Multiple realizations of the monthly-mean SLP and SST
output are extracted for each model. All available realizations are used in process-
ing the statistics for a particular model; i.e. the mean value of statistics from all
realizations of a particular model are used as the climate signature for that model.
The incorporation of all realizations allows us to avoid run-to-run discrepancies in
the models, as averaging will “smooth” the statistics. However, every model does not
have the same number of realizations, so one disadvantage of this method is that mod-
els with only one realization available (e.g, the BCCR-BCM2 model) may be affected
more by noise than models with multiple realizations (e.g., the GISS-ER model). For
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eight of the 24 models, only one realization for each scenario was available.
The spatial resolution for SLP and SST in the models varies between mod-
els and within the same model for atmospheric and oceanic variables. To facilitate
comparisons with the observations, the SLP and SST fields are interpolated onto the
same grids as their observational counterparts (i.e., 2.5◦ x 2.5◦ for SLP, and 2◦ x 2◦ for
SST). For analyses in the North Pacific, the spatial domain is defined as 15◦N - 70◦N
in latitude and from 80◦E to 65◦W in longitude. For EOF analyses of the tropical
Pacific only, the spatial domain is changed in latitude to 20◦S - 20◦N. When exploring
North Pacific and tropical Pacific connections together, we use the latitudinal domain
40◦S - 70◦N. These same domains and variables are used for observational analyses.
Temporally, output from model years 1900 - 1999 represents 20th century cli-
mate, while model years 2001 - 2100 are used for the 21st century. Though the model
output span a longer period of time than the observations (which only go from 1950 -
2008), our analyses and conclusions are not greatly affected by this difference in time.
4.2.2 Analysis Techniques
The primary statistical techniques used to isolate patterns of climate vari-
ability in the Pacific are traditional EOF and cEOF analysis of the SLPa and SSTa
fields. For EOF analysis, each field is weighted by the square root of the cosine of
latitude before computing the eigenvalues and eigenfunctions of A (see (2.9)). For
cEOF analysis, SLPa and SSTa are used to construct A. Because the two fields
have different variances and magnitudes, each field is normalized separately before
applying SVD. The SLPa field is first normalized by the standard deviation at each
latitude to account for the greater variance in SLP in the extratropics. Then, both
fields are standardized by the mean standard deviation in the respective field before
SVD analysis is performed. Only the two leading patterns of climate covariability are
retained, as these two patterns pass the significance test of North et al. (1982) and
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are also of most interest for our study on NPDV.
For both EOF and cEOF analyses, the anomaly fields are calculated by re-
moving the climatological monthly mean from the raw fields. The anomalies are
then linearly detrended, and a 3-month temporal filter is applied before eigenanaly-
sis. Furthermore, we retain only the DJF values of the filtered fields. The choice of
using winter values only versus the entire year was made because the North Pacific
atmosphere-ocean connections are dominant in the boreal winter months. EC time
series are obtained by projecting individual unfiltered monthly-mean anomaly maps
onto the corresponding EOF/cEOF spatial pattern for each mode. These time series
are then used for temporal analyses. Table 4.1 provides a list of the nomenclature used
to refer to the various EOFs, cEOFs, and EC time series presented in this chapter.
To explore the temporal variability of the leading SLPa and SSTa patterns,
spectral analysis is used. All power spectra are normalized so that the area under the
individual spectrum is unity. Hence, the values represented in the power spectra are
the percentage of total variance explained at that frequency. Periods with significant
power are determined using the method outlined in Section 2.2.3.
4.2.3 Ensemble-Mean Statistics
The coupled climate model output consists of multiple realizations of the same
model. Characteristic climate statistics from a particular model are computed as the
ensemble-mean statistics; i.e., the mean of the individual statistic among all realiza-
tions. For example, the ensemble-mean leading pattern of variability of North Pacific
SSTa is calculated as follows: (1) the leading EOF is computed for a particular model,
and then the SSTa from the model are regressed onto the standardized first PC time
series; (2) the sign of the anomalies are changed such that the sign of one of the poles
in the pattern matches among the realizations, using the observed pattern as a guide
for the sign of the pole; and (c) the individual regression maps are averaged together.
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The spatial representation of the leading mode
of variability of North Pacific boreal winter
SSTa/SLPa.
EOF-2SST/EOF-2SLP
The spatial representation of the second leading
mode of variability of North Pacific boreal winter
SSTa/SLPa.
cEOF-1SST/cEOF-1SLP
The spatial representation in SSTa/SLPa space of
the leading mode of covariability between North
Pacific boreal winter SSTa and SLPa.
cEOF-2SST/cEOF-2SLP
The spatial representation in SSTa/SLPa space of
the second leading mode of covariability between
North Pacific boreal winter SSTa and SLPa.
EOF-1Tropics−SST/EOF-2Tropics−SST
The leading/second leading mode of variability of
tropical Pacific boreal winter SSTa.
EC-1SST/EC-1SLP
The monthly expansion coefficient time series as-
sociated with EOF-1SST/EOF-1SLP.
EC-2SST/EC-2SLP
The monthly expansion coefficient time series as-
sociated with EOF-2SST/EOF-2SLP.
cEC-1SST/cEC-1SLP
The monthly expansion coefficient time series as-
sociated with cEOF-1SST/cEOF-1SLP.
cEC-2SST/cEC-2SLP
The monthly expansion coefficient time series as-
sociated with cEOF-2SST/cEOF-2SLP.
EC-1Tropics−SST/EC-2Tropics−SST
The monthly expansion coefficient time se-
ries associated with EOF-1Tropics−SST/EOF-
2Tropics−SST.
Similarly, for power spectra, the individual normalized power spectra of the models
are averaged together to get the power spectrum of the ensemble-mean of the models.
4.3 Leading Modes of North Pacific SSTa in Present and
Future Climate
The study begins by extending the statistical analysis of Overland and Wang
(2007), who explored changes of the first leading mode of North Pacific SSTa (i.e.,
the PDO) in the IPCC models, to also include the second leading mode. Figure 4.1
compares the two leading modes (EOF-1SST and EOF-2SST) from observations (Figs.
4.1a and 4.1b) to the mean EOF patterns from the models (Figs. 4.1c and 4.1d). In
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the observations, the canonical PDO pattern emerges in EOF-1SST (Fig. 4.1a), with
negative central North Pacific SSTa encircled by positive SSTa to the east. The tem-
poral evolution of the first mode (EC-1SST) closely tracks the monthly PDO index
(downloaded from http://jisao.washington.edu/pdo/PDO.latest); the correla-
tion between the two time series is r = 0.71 (p < 0.01). The second leading pattern
of SSTa (Fig. 4.1b) exhibits a northeast-southwest oriented tripole, which is very
similar to the SSTa regression pattern associated with the NPGO index and that of
the Victoria mode (Bond et al., 2003). The correlation between the temporal evolu-
tion of the second mode (EC-2SST) and the monthly NPGO index (downloaded from
http://ocean.eas.gatech.edu/npgo) is r = 0.28 (p < 0.05). The ensemble-mean
EOF-1SST (Fig. 4.1c) compares visually well with the observations, while there are
two main differences for EOF-2SST (Fig. 4.1d): the lack of the tripole structure and
the placement of the positive anomaly closer to the North American coast compared
to observations (Figs. 4.1b and 4.1d).
Spatial correlations between individual model patterns of EOF-1SST and EOF-
2SST and the observational counterparts are shown in Figure 4.2. All shaded corre-
lations exceed the 95% significance level. For EOF-1SST and EOF-2SST the spatial
correlations for the ensemble-mean patterns are r = 0.76 and r = 0.81, respectively.
Note that spatial correlations vary considerably among individual models, with some
(e.g., the MIUB-ECHO-G and NCAR-CCSM3.0 models) having lower spatial corre-
lations for both North Pacific SST EOFs than the ensemble-mean, while others (e.g.,
both MIROC models) have higher correlations than the ensemble-mean.
The spatial patterns of EOF-1SST and EOF-2SST remain virtually unchanged
for the future with significant spatial correlations between the ensemble-mean and
the observations (not shown). Individual model spatial correlations differ between
the 20C3M and SRESA1B scenarios but not significantly, suggesting that spatially
the leading patterns of North Pacific SSTa are statistically stationary.
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FIG. 4.1. (a) Regression of observed DJF SSTa (◦C) onto the standardized first PC time
series of observed North Pacific DJF SSTa. Percent variance explained by the mode is
given in the title. (b) As in (a), but using the standardized second PC time series of North
Pacific DJF SSTa. (c) The mean of the regression patterns of model DJF SSTa onto the
standardized first PC time series of model North Pacific DJF SSTa (i.e., the ensemble-mean
pattern). (d) As in (c) but for the standardized second PC time series of North Pacific DJF
SSTa.
Figure 4.3 presents the power spectra for the two leading patterns of North
Pacific SSTa. The ensemble-mean power spectrum of the EC-1SST index of the models
closely resembles that of the observations for the 20th century (Fig. 4.3a). Almost
all models exhibit power in the decadal (10- to 20-year) band, although to varying
degrees. The BCCR-BCM2.0, the GFDL2.0, and the GISS-EH models have their
strongest power in the decadal bands, while the CSIRO3.5 and the NCAR-PCM1
models exhibit weaker decadal-scale power. For the second mode (EC-2SST; Fig.
4.3b), the results are less consistent with observations. The observed EC-2SST index
has a generally weak, broad spectrum with two significant peaks - one at 7-12 years
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FIG. 4.2. Spatial correlations of the leading EOFs and cEOFs of North Pacific wintertime
SLP and SST between the 20C3M runs of the models and observations. Only spatial
correlations exceeding the 95% significance level are shaded.
and the other at 4-5 years. The ensemble-mean power spectrum, by contrast, has
its maximum power in the 15-20 year band with decreasing power toward higher
frequencies. Individual model members follow the characteristics of the ensemble-
mean power spectrum except for the GFDL2.1 model, which captures the interannual
peak seen in observations. Differences in power spectra between the 20C3M and
SRESA1B scenarios for the EC-1SST and EC-2SST indices are insignificant in nearly
every model (not shown). Only two models (the BCCR-BCM2.0 and the GISS-EH
models) predict significant increases power at higher frequencies (2-5 years) for both
leading modes, but since these models have low spatial correlations with observations
(Fig. 4.2), we discount these results.
We also examine how much of the total variance is explained by the two leading
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FIG. 4.3. (a) Power spectra (in percent of total variance explained) of the EC-1SST index
as a function of period (years) for observations, the ensemble-mean of the models, and the
20C3M runs of the IPCC models. (b) As in (a) but for the EC-2SST index. Only significant
power values (p < 0.05) are shaded.
model EC-1SST and EC-2SST indices (Columns 2 and 3), normalized by the variance of
the observed index, for both the 20C3M and SRESA1B scenarios. This normalization
facilitates comparison among the models and also between the 20C3M and SRESA1B
scenarios. For the EC-1SST index in the 20C3M output, most of the models have much
smaller variance than the observed index, with the GISS-AOM, the GISS-ER and the
MIROC-HIRES models having variances less than 10% of the observed index (Table
4.2, Column 2). Only two models have variances for their EC-1SST indices greater than
observed (the INMCM3.0 and NCAR-PCM1 models). By contrast, for the 20C3M
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EC-2SST indices (Table 4.2, Column 3), every model except for three (again, the
GISS-AOM, GISS-ER, and MIROC-HIRES models) has a variance in its index larger
than that in observations, ranging from double (e.g., the NCAR-CCSM3.0 model) to
nearly 12 times the observed variance (the MIUB-ECHO-G model). When looking
at differences between the 20C3M and SRESA1B scenarios, we find no consensus in
the direction of change in variance of either index among the models, though the
ensemble-mean suggests a decrease in variance for both indices.
Table 4.2. Normalized variance (i.e., actual variance divided by the variance of the same
index in observations; dimensionless) of the EC-1SST and EC-2SST indices. Variance shown
for both scenarios (20C3M/SRESA1B).
Model Name / Data VAR (EC-1SST) VAR (EC-2SST)
BCCR-BCM2.0 0.69/0.34 3.65/2.33
CGCM3.1 (T47) 0.19/0.14 1.55/1.01

























4.4 Relations Between North Pacific Atmospheric and
Oceanic Variability
The leading modes of North Pacific SSTa variability are a combination of both
intrinsic variability in the ocean and a response to external forcing by the overlying
extratropical atmosphere (e.g., Pierce et al. 2001; Miller et al. 2004; Chhak et al.
2009). For coupled climate models to capture NPDV accurately, we should expect
that similar covariances and ocean-atmosphere dynamical links exist in the models.
This section offers tests for the covariability between SLPa and SSTa in the North
Pacific and an AR-1 model to evaluate the degree of forcing the North Pacific at-
mospheric circulation contributes to the forcing of the dominant modes of oceanic
variability in the region.
4.4.1 Leading Modes of North Pacific SLPa
Before performing an analysis of the coupled ocean/atmosphere modes of vari-
ability in the North Pacific, we compare the leading patterns of atmospheric variability
in the SLPa fields for each model to observations. Figure 4.4 shows the leading two
EOFs of North Pacific DJF SLPa in observations (Figs. 4.4a and 4.4b) and in the
ensemble-mean of the models (Figs. 4.4c and 4.4d). EOF-1SLP for observations (Fig.
4.4a) clearly depicts the AL, with a monopole of strong negative anomalies situated
south of the Aleutian Islands. The AL mode explains nearly 30% of the total variance
in wintertime SLPa in the North Pacific. By contrast, EOF-2SLP displays the canon-
ical NPO pattern (Walker and Bliss, 1932; Rogers, 1981) with a dipole in pressure
between Alaska and just north of Hawaii (Fig. 4.4b). The ensemble-mean leading
two EOF patterns of North Pacific SLPa (Figs. 4.4c and 4.4d) are very close to their
observational counterparts, though the magnitudes are halved. Moreover, the spatial
correlations of the leading two EOFs of North Pacific SLPa in the models versus the
observations are high and significant (Fig. 4.2) and typically higher than the North
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FIG. 4.4. (a) Regression of observed DJF SLPa (hPa) onto the standardized first PC
time series of observed North Pacific DJF SLPa. Percent variance explained by the mode is
given in the title. (b) As in (a), but using the standardized second PC time series of North
Pacific DJF SLPa. (c) The mean of the regression patterns of model DJF SLPa onto the
standardized first PC time series of model North Pacific DJF SLPa (i.e., the ensemble-mean
pattern). (d) As in (c) but for the standardized second PC time series of North Pacific DJF
SLPa. Note that the colorbars in (c) and (d) represent values half of those in (a) and (b).
Pacific SST EOFs. The power spectra of the leading two SLP EOFs in the models
compare well with the observations with a broad range of low power for low and
high frequencies (not shown). There is no statistically significant difference between
the ensemble-mean and observed power spectrum for either the EC-1SLP or EC-2SLP
index (not shown).
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4.4.2 Coupled Patterns of Variability in the North Pacific Ocean and
Atmosphere
Figure 4.5 displays the two leading cEOF patterns between North Pacific SLPa
and SSTa in observations during boreal winter. Together, the first two patterns ex-
plain 38% of the covariability in the two variables. The first pattern is dominated by
a broad area of negative SLPa in the central and eastern North Pacific basin residing
to the south and east of the climatological center of the AL (Fig. 4.5a). The corre-
sponding SSTa pattern (Fig. 4.5b) resembles the positive phase of the PDO displayed
in Fig. 4.1a (r = 0.98; p < 0.01). Moreover, the cEC-1SST and EC-1SST indices are
correlated at r = 0.99 (p < 0.01). For cEOF-2, the SLPa pattern (Fig. 4.5c) resem-
bles the NPO signature previously shown in Fig. 4.4b. The covarying SSTa pattern
(Fig. 4.5d) portrays cold anomalies stretching from the southwestern North Pacific
towards the northeast, surrounded by warm anomalies extending from the Kamchatka
Peninsula southeastward toward North America and around to Hawaii. The spatial
pattern is highly similar to that in Fig. 4.1b (r = 0.89; p < 0.01), although there is
a notable difference in the magnitude of the positive anomaly in the northernmost
Pacific and in the positive anomalies in the subtropical North Pacific. When the
spatial pattern in Fig. 4.5d is compared to the NPGO SSTa regression pattern (Fig.
1.2c), the spatial correlation is r = 0.76 (p < 0.01). Moreover, the cEC-2SST index is
significantly correlated with the EC-2SST index (r = 0.88; p < 0.01) and the NPGO
index (r = 0.60; p < 0.01).
When performing the same cEOF analysis on the 20C3M model output, we
find substantial differences in the SLPa and SSTa fields in the two leading cEOF
patterns (Figure 4.6). The ensemble-mean patterns of SST and SLP for cEOF-1
(Figs. 4.6a and b) resemble overall those of the observations (spatial correlations
shown in Fig. 4.2), albeit with two major differences: (1) the representation of the
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FIG. 4.5. Regression of observed DJF (a) SLPa (hPa) and (b) SSTa (◦C) onto the stan-
dardized first PC time series of the cEOF analysis of North Pacific DJF SLPa/SSTa. Percent
covariance explained by the mode is given in the title. (c) As in (a), but using the stan-
dardized second PC time series of the cEOF analysis of North Pacific DJF SLPa/SSTa. (d)
As in (b) but using the standardized second PC times series of the cEOF analysis of North
Pacific DJF SLPa/SSTa.
of the North Pacific basin with its center of action displaced towards the west; and
(2) the SSTa pattern displays an elongated southwest-northeast negative pole, un-
like the concentrated negative pole prominent in the observations (Fig. 4.5b). For
cEOF-2, the SLPa pattern (Fig. 4.6c) is significantly correlated with the observations
(r = 0.90; p < 0.01) with the typical dipole structure of the NPO. In the SSTa field
(Fig. 4.6d), the ensemble-mean SSTa pattern of cEOF-2 displays a weak tripole, and
the positive anomalies do not extend into the eastern subtropical Pacific as in the
observations. The spatial correlation between the ensemble-mean EOF-1SST (EOF-
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FIG. 4.6. The ensemble-mean regression maps of the model North Pacific DJF (a) SLPa
(hPa) and (b) SSTa (◦C) fields onto the standardized first PC time series of the cEOF
analysis of North Pacific DJF SLPa/SSTa. (c) As in (a), but using the standardized second
PC time series of the cEOF analysis of North Pacific DJF SLPa/SSTa. (d) As in (b) but
using the standardized second PC times series of the cEOF analysis of North Pacific DJF
SLPa/SSTa. Results are shown for the 20C3M runs.
When comparing cEOF-1SST and cEOF-2SST from each model with obser-
vations (Fig. 4.2) we generally find weaker correlations than the ones obtained by
comparing the SST patterns inferred from the traditional EOF analysis. Six of the
24 models display insignificant spatial correlations for both cEOF-1SST and cEOF-
2SST (Fig. 4.2). For the atmospheric cEOF patterns, spatial correlations are generally
higher than the oceanic cEOF patterns, though four models have insignificant spatial
correlations for cEOF-2SLP (Fig. 4.2, Column 8). As with the North Pacific SSTa
EOFs, the cEOF patterns in both SLPa and SSTa remain unchanged spatially when
examining the SRESA1B output.
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4.4.3 Reconstructing the cEC-1SST and cEC-2SST Indices Using a Simple
AR-1 Model
The atmospheric patterns depicted in the cEOF analyses are also dynamically
linked to the leading modes of North Pacific SSTa variability. Latif and Barnett
(1996) and Pierce et al. (2001) suggested that the leading pattern of North Pacific
SSTa variability (i.e., the PDO) is forced through stochastic atmospheric forcing,
primarily that due to the AL. Chhak et al. (2009) used output from an ocean model
to illustrate that NPGO variability is forced, at least in part, by variability in the
NPO. Given the similarities between the PDO/cEOF-1SST and the NPGO/cEOF-2SST
in observations, we employ a simple AR-1 model to check for consistency between the
atmospheric forcing patterns and North Pacific SSTa variability. This test solely
explores the degree to which the atmospheric forcing patterns are connected to the













+ ε2 (t) . (4.2)
where AL (t) and NPO (t) are defined as the cEC-1SLP and cEC-2SLP time series,
respectively, ε (t) represents white noise, and the subscript “rec” indicates that the
indices are the reconstructed versions of the original indices. The coefficients (τcEC−1,
τcEC−2, βcEC−1 and βcEC−2) are determined using least squares fitting. A simple Euler
forward time step scheme is used in solving (4.1) and (4.2).
Figures 4.7 and 4.8 show the results of the AR-1 model for the cEC-1SST
(Fig. 4.7) and cEC-2SST (Fig. 4.8) indices. In observations, the results indicate that
AL variability accounts for about 32% of the variance of the cEC-1SST index (Fig.
4.7a), while NPO variability contributes to about 40% of the variance of the cEC-2SST
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FIG. 4.7. (a) The observed cEC-1SST index (black line) and the cEC-1SST−rec index (gray
line) from the AR-1 model. Correlation between the cEC-1SST and cEC-1SST−rec indices
is shown and is highly significant (p < 0.01). (b) Correlations between the cEC-1SST and
cEC-1SST−rec indices for the observations, the ensemble-mean, and all 24 models for their
20C3M runs. Only correlations exceeding the 95% significance level are plotted.
index (Fig. 4.8a). For the cEC-1SST index in the models (Fig. 4.7b), every model but
one (the CGCM3.1 (T47) model - r = 0.14) shows significant (p < 0.05) correlations
between their cEC-1SST and cEC-1SST−rec indices. Significant correlation values range
from r = 0.63 for the MPI-ECHAM5 model to r = 0.88 for the MRI-CGCM2.3.2
model. The ensemble-mean correlation for the reconstruction of the cEC-1SST index
with the AR-1 model is r = 0.75, or 56% of total variance explained.
For the cEC-2SST index (Fig. 4.8b), less reproducibility exists. Seven of the
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24 models (the BCCR-BCM2.0, CGCM3.1 (T47), CGCM3.1 (T63), GISS-EH, IAP-
FGOALS1.0, INMCM3.0, and NCAR-CCSM3.0 models) have small, insignificant cor-
relations. The remaining models show significant (p < 0.05) correlations ranging from
r = 0.24 for the CNRM-CM3 model to r = 0.74 for the MIROC-HIRES model. The
mean correlation among all models for the reconstruction of the cEC-2SST index is
r = 0.47, or 22% of total variance explained, which is considerably lower than the
correlation derived from observations (r = 0.63, or 40% of variance explained). This
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FIG. 4.8. (a) The observed cEC-2SST index (black line) and the cEC-2SST−rec index (gray
line) from the AR-1 model. Correlation between the cEC-2SST and cEC-2SST−rec indices
is shown and is highly significant (p < 0.01). (b) Correlations between the cEC-2SST and
cEC-2SST−rec indices for the observations, the ensemble-mean, and all 24 models for their
20C3M runs. Only correlations exceeding the 95% significance level are plotted.
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result suggests that cEOF-2SST is less consistent with direct atmospheric forcing by
the NPO in the models than what is observed.
Table 4.3 shows the τ values derived for the AR-1 model results. For the
cEC-1SST index, τcEC-1 values for all of the models except for the CGCM3.1 (T47)
model are smaller than that seen in observations (10.2 months), with the ensemble-
mean τcEC-1 equal to 6.2 months. The lower-than-observed τcEC-1 values suggest
that the SST in the coupled models exhibit less memory in their leading mode of
North Pacific SSTa, allowing more of the high-frequency atmospheric forcing (i.e.,
the AL) to contribute and drive the oceanic signal. For the cEC-2SST reconstruction,
the ensemble-mean value for τcEC-2 is 8.8 months, which is larger than that from
observations (5.8 months). For individual models, the six models with the largest
values of τcEC-2 are also those models with insignificant correlations in the AR-1
model test (Fig. 4.8b). This suggests that these coupled models generally exhibit more
memory in the second covariability climate pattern in SSTa and have less dependence
on high frequency NPO forcing. This conclusion is also supported by Fig. 4.3b - recall
that the maximum power for the models is generally concentrated at periods greater
than 10 years, unlike the double-peak at decadal and interannual time scales in the
observed spectrum.
Studies of North Pacific SST variability have identified reemergence as a sig-
nificant component contributing to NPDV (e.g., Alexander et al. 1999; Deser et al.
2003). Indeed, the presence of reemergence means that North Pacific SST variability
in general cannot be modeled entirely as an AR-1 process, but the leading modes and
coupled modes of variability may still contain a significant component related to an
AR-1 process. For example, in using the same AR-1 model as (4.1) but using the
EC-1SLP time series as the forcing, β = 1, and τ = 5 months (i.e., the decorrelation
timescale for the PDO index), the correlation between the actual PDO index and the
reconstruction is r = 0.64, which is significant at the 99% level. Thus, nearly 41% of
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Table 4.3. Values of τ (months) for each model and the observations used in the AR-1
model.
Model Name / Data τcEC-1 (months) τcEC-2 (months)
BCCR-BCM2.0 6.2 15.7
CGCM3.1 (T47) 11.2 15.6
























the variability in the PDO index can be captured with the simple AR-1 model using
AL variability as forcing. To test if the assumption of an AR-1 process is consistent
with the cECs, Figure 4.9 presents the winter-to-winter ACFs for the cEC-1SST index
(Fig. 4.9a) and the cEC-2SST index (Fig. 4.9b) for the observations (red line), the
individual models (gray lines), and the ensemble-mean ACF (black line). For the
models, there is a lot of spread amongst the ACFs (Fig. 4.9a, gray lines), though
most of the models appear to have a simple exponential decay in their ACFs. For
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the observed cEC-1SST index, the decay in the ACF over time is punctuated by brief
bumps at lags of 5 and 10 years, which fall within the model ACF spread and are not
statistically significant according to a Monte Carlo test. Some of the model ACFs
exhibit some signature of longer-term memory, but the ensemble-mean ACF of the
cEC-1SST index (Fig. 4.9a, black line) displays a strictly exponential decay, which of-
fers evidence that the AR-1 modeling approach is adequate to explore the relationship
between the atmospheric forcing and oceanic response in the cECs.
The ACFs for the cEC-2SST index (Fig. 4.9b) indicate some consistency with
our previous observation of longer-term memory of the second leading SST covariabil-
ity pattern in the models. Note that for short lags (less than 4 years), the ensemble-
mean ACF of the cEC-2SST time series generally has a slower rate of decay than the
observed (black line compared to the red line in Fig. 4.9b). These higher correlations
in the ensemble-mean ACF do indicate that the model has less dependency on atmo-
spheric forcing for this mode of variability than observations would suggest. For later
lags, the ensemble-mean ACF continually decays slowly yet still exponentially toward
zero and remains close to zero at later lags, while the observed ACF rebounds toward
positive correlations after a lag of 10 years (Fig. 4.9b). The individual models have a
more complicated structure, however, with most of them showing positive (and nega-
tive) correlations extending out past 10-15 year lags. Indeed, the ensemble-mean ACF
at large lags reflects the spread in positive and negative correlations there, resulting
in an ensemble-mean ACF that hovers near zero.
In summary, the AR-1 model results suggest that the models are strongly
influenced by the AL in driving their leading SSTa covariability pattern, but are less
dependent on atmospheric forcing for their second leading SSTa covariability mode.
Both of these results are somewhat contrary to the observational results and thus
suggest issues with the ways the ocean components of the models integrate forcing
from the overlying North Pacific atmosphere.
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FIG. 4.9. (a) The winter-to-winter ACF (lags in years) of the cEC-1SST index for the
observations (red), ensemble-mean (black), and the 24 individual models (gray lines). (b)
As in (b) but for the cEC-2SST index. Dashed black line indicates r = 0.
4.5 Connections Between Tropical Pacific Climate Vari-
ability and NPDV in the Models
4.5.1 Observational Evidence
The previous two sections evaluated how extratropical variability of the at-
mosphere and ocean affect NPDV representation in the IPCC models. We now shift
focus to examining how the models capture the relationship between tropical Pacific
climate variability and NPDV. This link is important because a significant fraction of
variability in NPDV can be explained from tropical Pacific oceanic and atmospheric
variability (e.g., Alexander et al. 2002; Deser et al. 2004; Schneider and Cornuelle
2005; Alexander et al. 2008; Di Lorenzo et al. 2010). These links are primarily estab-
lished by an atmospheric bridge whereby changes in the Hadley cell and the location
and intensity of tropical convection are teleconnected to the mid-latitude atmosphere
and ocean. For example, canonical ENSO activity projects onto the variability of
the AL and is integrated by the ocean, providing a mechanism that drives the PDO
(e.g., Alexander et al. 2002; Newman et al. 2003). The results and conclusions ob-
tained in Chapter 3 also illustrate that tropical Pacific variability associated with the
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CPW phenomenon has substantial impacts on NPDV in both the atmosphere (NPO
variability) and the ocean (NPGO).
Given that the characteristics of NPDV in the short observational record are
strongly connected dynamically to tropical variability, we implement a simple analysis
to extract the statistical signature of the links between canonical ENSO and CPW
variability and the patterns of NPDV to test in the climate models. Figure 4.10
shows the regressions of wintertime SLPa and SSTa on the EC-1Tropics−SST and EC-
2Tropics−SST indices (calculated from projection of monthly tropical Pacific SSTa onto
EOF-1Tropics−SST and EOF-2Tropics−SST, respectively). The thick gray line in all plots
denotes where correlations are significant (p < 0.05). The SLPa regression pattern
with the EC-1Tropics−SST index (Fig. 4.10a) displays the east-west dipole of negative-
positive SLPa indicative of changes in the Walker circulation during warm ENSO
events. Moreover, negative anomalies exist in the AL region (compare the North
Pacific sector of Fig. 4.10a with Fig. 4.5a). Almost the entire North Pacific and
tropical Pacific basin (minus a section through the central portion) exhibit significant
correlations with the leading mode of tropical Pacific SSTa.
In the SSTa regression field (Fig. 4.10b), the canonical ENSO pattern is visible
in the tropical Pacific. In the North Pacific, the SSTa regression pattern has spatial
characteristics similar to EOF-1SST (Fig. 4.1a) and cEOF-1SST (Fig. 4.5b). Together,
these two figures are consistent with previous studies showing that the leading mode
of tropical Pacific SSTa impacts the leading modes of SLPa and SSTa in the North
Pacific. Indeed, the correlation between the EC-1Tropics−SST and EC-1SST indices is
0.56, which is highly significant (p < 0.01).
Figs. 4.10c and 4.10d illustrate the relationship between the EC-2Tropics−SST
index and SLPa and SSTa in the Pacific basin. For SLPa (Fig. 4.10c), a dipole in
the North Pacific exists and closely resembles the NPO-like pattern in Fig. 4.5c. The
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FIG. 4.10. (a) Regression of observed DJF SLPa (hPa) on the standardized EC-
1Tropics−SST index. Thick gray line outlines region where correlation coefficients exceed
the 95% significance level. (b) As in (a) but for DJF SSTa (◦C). (c) Regression of observed
DJF SLPa (hPa) on the standardized EC-2Tropics−SST index. Thick gray line as in (a). (d)
As in (c) but for DJF SSTa (◦C).
positive and significant anomalies across Alaska extend into central North Amer-
ica, which coincides with the baroclinic expression of the NPO on North American
weather (Linkin and Nigam, 2008). For the SSTa field (Fig. 4.10d), the regression
pattern in the North Pacific resembles cEOF-2SST (Fig. 4.5d). When comparing the
EC-2Tropics−SST and cEC-2SST indices, the correlation is r = 0.38, which is signifi-
cant (p < 0.01) but not high. In the tropical Pacific, positive SSTa extend from the
subtropical North Pacific into the central and central-western tropical Pacific Ocean,
with opposing negative anomalies in the far eastern tropical Pacific. Significance is
restricted to the subtropical North Pacific and tropical Pacific features of the pattern.
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4.5.2 Model Representation of Tropical Pacific-North Pacific Teleconnec-
tions
The same analysis presented in Fig. 4.10 is repeated for the 20C3M runs of
the models, and the ensemble-mean regression patterns are displayed in Figure 4.11.
The ensemble-mean SLPa regression pattern associated with the leading mode of
tropical Pacific SSTa in the models (Fig. 4.11a) displays the east-west dipole in SLPa
across the tropical Pacific, although at a weaker scale (note the different colorbars
between Figs. 4.10 and 4.11). In the North Pacific, the SLPa pattern matches closely
with its observational counterpart (Fig. 4.10a). However, unlike the observations,
this North Pacific signal does not project onto the mean location of the AL in the
models (see Fig. 4.6a). Moreover, the SLPa in the North Pacific sector is void of
significant correlations throughout the basin. This lack of significant correlations
in the ensemble-mean pattern is related to the differences among the models in the
placement and magnitude of the North Pacific SLPa response. In the SSTa field (Fig.
4.11b), the canonical ENSO pattern is present in the tropical Pacific Ocean though in
a much narrower band than in the observations. However, the North Pacific SSTa has
no coherent regression pattern and thus no significant correlations. Hence, Figs. 4.11a
and 4.11b indicate that the IPCC models generally have little dependence between
their leading mode of tropical Pacific SSTa variability and North Pacific climate
variability - a finding that echoes previous results by Newman (2007).
Figs. 4.11c and 4.11d show the ensemble-mean regression patterns of SLPa
and SSTa with the EC-2Tropics−SST, respectively. The SLPa regression pattern (Fig.
4.11c) has substantial differences in structure in the North Pacific from observations.
The SLPa pattern shows a broad region of negative anomalies throughout the central
North Pacific with positive anomalies across northwest Canada and Alaska. This
pattern contrasts strongly with the NPO-like pattern seen in Fig. 4.10c and its North
American signature. Almost no area in the Pacific basin has significant correlations in
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FIG. 4.11. (a) Ensemble-mean regression pattern of DJF SLPa (hPa) on the standardized
EC-1Tropics−SST index. Thick gray line outlines region where correlation coefficients exceed
±0.2. (b) As in (a) but for DJF SSTa (◦C). (c) Ensemble-mean regression pattern of DJF
SLPa (hPa) on the standardized EC-2Tropics−SST index. Thick gray line as in (a). (d) As
in (c) but for DJF SSTa (◦C).
the SLPa field, again reflecting the lack of consistency among the different models for
the atmospheric response to EOF-2Tropics−SST. The ensemble-mean SSTa regression
pattern shows the core of tropical Pacific warming displaced into the Warm Pool
region. Moreover, in the North Pacific, the SSTa regression pattern displays a pattern
that resembles more the ensemble-mean EOF-1SST than the ensemble-mean EOF-2SST
or cEOF-2SST structures (Figs. 4.1d and 4.6d). Though insignificant in the ensemble-
mean, this difference suggests that variability associated with the leading mode of
North Pacific SSTa may have important connections with the second leading mode
of tropical Pacific SSTa in many of the models.
For each model we explore in more detail the link between the two modes of
tropical Pacific SSTa variability and the leading mode of North Pacific SSTa (i.e.,
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the PDO) by correlating the EC-1Tropics−SST and EC-2Tropics−SST indices with the EC-
1SST index in the models (Table 4.4). Column 2 of Table 4.4 shows the correlation
between the EC-1Tropics−SST and EC-1SST indices. In observations, the two indices are
significantly correlated (r = 0.56; p < 0.05). Only one model (the CSIRO3.5 model)
has a correlation nearly that high (r = 0.60). Of the remaining models, only seven
models have significant (p < 0.05) correlations between their EC-1Tropics−SST and EC-
1SST indices. By contrast, five models (the BCCR-BCM2.0, the CGCM3.1 (T63),
and the three GISS models) display almost zero correlation between the two indices.
The mean correlation in the models between EC-1Tropics−SST and EC-1SST is 0.25,
which is well below that in observations. By contrast, when evaluating the correla-
tions between the EC-2Tropics−SST and EC-1SST indices we find that in observations
the correlation is small and insignificant (r = 0.17). However, nine of the 24 models
show significant correlations between their EC-2Tropics−SST and EC-1SST indices, with
significant correlations ranging from r = 0.21 for the CSIRO3.5 model to r = 0.69
for the UK-HADCM3 model. The ensemble-mean correlation for the models is 0.28,
which is close to the ensemble-mean correlation between the EC-1Tropics−SST and EC-
1SST indices.
4.6 Chapter Summary and Discussion
Characterizing NPDV in coupled climate models and their predictability skill
for short-term and long-term climate are critical research questions in climate dynam-
ics today. Accurately representing in the models the two leading patterns of oceanic
and atmospheric variability in the region is integral to answering these questions,
as these modes have profound effects on sensible weather downstream through tele-
connections and on biological and ocean properties important to coastal ecosystems
in the North Pacific. Moreover, both modes are important at decadal-time scales,
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Table 4.4. Correlations between tropical and North Pacific SST indices for the IPCC
models and observations. Correlations exceeding the 95% significance level are in bold.
Model Name /
Data
r(EC-1Tropics−SST, EC-1SST) r(EC-2Tropics−SST, EC-1SST)
BCCR-BCM2.0 0.07 0.43
CGCM3.1 (T47) 0.26 0.15
























meaning their representation in the models is important for future climate change
studies. Previous studies have looked at characterizing changes in the North Pacific
or in the ENSO phenomenon in climate models in isolation from each other. This
study complements those studies and goes further by exploring both North Pacific
and tropical Pacific climate variability of the IPCC AR4 models when evaluating
NPDV. Moreover, we include every realization from each model, in the 20C3M and
SRESA1B scenarios, providing a comprehensive examination of NPDV in the coupled
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climate models.
When testing North Pacific-only variables, the models reliably reproduce the
two leading oceanic patterns of variability with high spatial similarity to their ob-
servational counterparts (Figs. 4.1 and 4.2). Yet, the frequency of those patterns do
not agree among the models. For the first SSTa mode (EC-1SST), every model shows
the strongest power at the decadal and time scales (Fig. 4.3a), but the total variance
in the model indices is less than observed (Table 4.2, Column 2). For the EC-2SST
index, however, all models have their strongest power in the 10-20 year band, while
the observations have a dual peak signature with local maxima at about 5 and 10
years. Another general issue with the models is that their EC-2SST indices exhibit
much more variance than observed (Table 4.2, Column 3). This higher-than-observed
variance, along with different spectral characteristics of the index, lowers confidence
in the predictability of NPDV and even global climate change based on these models.
For implications on future climate change, the models show no consensus on
projected future changes in the frequency of either the first or second leading pattern
of North Pacific SSTa. Neither the difference in power spectra (not shown) nor
changes in variances of the indices (Table 4.2) displays consistent changes between
the 20th and 21st centuries in the models. The lack of a consensus in changes in
either mode also affects confidence in projected changes in the overlying atmospheric
circulation. Work by Bengtsson et al. (2006), Teng et al. (2008), and Ulbrich et al.
(2008) suggest that global climate change will influence changes in storm tracks and
hence could influence the strength and location of planetary waves and associated
climatological features like the AL. Since the wind stress curl induced by the AL and
NPO are drivers to the leading modes of North Pacific SSTa, we would expect that
changes in their characteristics would change the dominant SSTa patterns. There
appears to be a disconnect in this aspect of the models that needs to be addressed.
The results of an AR-1 model test also present more differences between the
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models and observations in the temporal evolutions of the leading two North Pacific
SSTa cEOF patterns. The cEC-1SST index can be reconstructed by forcing the AR-1
model with the atmospheric variability of the AL in both observations and models
(Fig. 4.7), though the correlations between the original and reconstructed indices in
the models are much higher than in observations. The cEC-1SST index also appears
to have a shorter “memory” in the models than observation (Table 4.3 and Fig.4.9).
For the cEC-2SST index (Fig. 4.8), NPO variability contributes significantly to the
index in observations, but the integration of the NPO forcing is more challenging
for the models (Fig. 4.8b). For some models, the NPO does not drive the oceanic
expression of cEC-2SST. We also find that the memory associated with the second
mode (e.g. the τ values for the cEC-2SST index reconstruction) is longer in the models
than in observations (Table 4.3), suggesting that the second mode in the models may
be tracking an internal ocean mode that is not directly forced by the atmosphere.
Indeed, some models that exhibit poor skill in reconstructing the cEC-2SST index
(Fig. 4.8) also perform poorly in reproducing the NPO pattern spatially (cEOF-2SLP;
Fig. 4.2).
Finally, the coupled climate models display very weak or nonexistent links be-
tween North Pacific climate variability and the first two dominant modes of tropical
Pacific SSTa variability (i.e., the ENSO and CPW phenomena). The ensemble-mean
SSTa and SLPa projections of the two leading modes of tropical Pacific SSTa variabil-
ity display little to no correlation over the North Pacific, with the mid-latitude atmo-
spheric teleconnection having significant differences in amplitude and structure than
observed (Figs. 4.11a and 4.11b). In the models, the first and/or second leading mode
of tropical Pacific SSTa project onto the AL/PDO unlike observations where only the
canonical ENSO mode projects onto a AL/PDO mode in the North Pacific. In fact,
in the ensemble-mean, the second mode of tropical Pacific SSTa variability projects
onto the SSTa pattern in cEOF-1SST. This inconsistency in the teleconnection may
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be directly related to the very different structure of the AL between the North Pacific
analysis (Fig. 4.6a) and the tropical Pacific regression analysis (Fig. 4.11a). Reasons
for this different AL representation remain unclear and may be related to mecha-
nisms associated with the atmospheric bridge (Alexander et al., 2002), including the
distribution of tropical convection in the models, which influences the generation of
atmospheric waves that impacts extratropical North Pacific storm tracks.
The relationship between North Pacific variability and EOF-2Tropics−SST is also
not represented well in the coupled models (Figs. 4.11c and 4.11d). The North Pacific
SLPa pattern associated with EOF-2Tropics−SST, in particular, lacks an NPO-like dipole
(Fig. 4.11c). The SSTa regression pattern indicates a “Warm Pool Warming” (Fig.
4.11d), which is a common issue in select coupled climate models (e.g., Kug et al.
2010). Recent work by Yeh et al. (2009) notes that several of the climate models
used in this study forecast significant increases in the frequency of the CPW-type
El Niño episodes in the SRESA1B scenario. Because of the growing importance of
this flavor of ENSO variability, more work is needed on understanding why coupled
climate models, in general, cannot capture its statistics and dynamics.
The results presented in this chapter do not offer definitive evidence of what
changes are expected in North Pacific climate variability. The lack of consensus
mirrors parallel findings in changes in ENSO behavior conducted by van Oldenborgh
et al. (2005), Guilyardi (2006), and Merryfield (2006), for example. Even though
certain models may appear to perform better than others among the various analyses,
the best approach to rectifying future climate change issues likely resides with using
multi-member ensembles (Reifen and Toumi, 2009) for enhancement of the model
performance and for predictions.
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CHAPTER V
RECONSTRUCTIONS OF TROPICAL SEA SURFACE
TEMPERATURES FROM PALEO-PRECIPITATION
PROXIES
The work presented in this chapter is published in Journal of Climate (Furtado
et al., 2009).
Our analysis of tropically-forced NPDV in Chapter 3 illustrated that the CPW,
is strongly linked to the second-leading modes of North Pacific SLPa and SSTa. Thus,
its representation in climate model output directly affects the fidelity of climate model
projections of future climate for the North Pacific and also global climate change via
teleconnection patterns associated with the CPW mode. Yet, the coupled climate
models poorly capture the CPW-NPO-NPGO connections (Chapter 4). One method
used to improve climate model projections of future climate change is examining at
past climates through paleoclimate reconstructions. This chapter connects the im-
portance of the CPW mode to paleoclimate reconstruction efforts of tropical Pacific
SSTs from paleo-precipitation records. In particular, we contrast two popular paleo-
climate reconstruction methods and show that the method which implicitly includes
the CPW mode in its reconstruction algorithm has far superior skill, thus emphasizing
the importance of checking for this mode along with the canonical ENSO signature in
paleoclimate studies of tropical Pacific and North Pacific decadal climate variability.
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5.1 Background
Paleoclimate reconstructions of tropical SST fields are used to characterize the
range of tropical climate variability and may improve our understanding of the role
that the tropics play in global climate change. These reconstructions use a variety of
proxy records ranging from tree rings and ice cores to corals and marine sediments in
both the tropics and extratropics (e.g., Stahle et al. 1998; Evans et al. 2002). Although
some of these proxies measure changes in tropical SSTs more directly by exploiting
the relationship between temperature and a geochemical proxy (e.g., δ18O in corals),
most tropical proxies capture changes in precipitation (e.g., lake sediments, tree rings,
speleothems, and ice cores from tropical glaciers), which are only indirectly related to
SSTs. In the tropics, changes in precipitation are dynamically linked to SSTs through
the ENSO phenomenon (e.g., Bjerknes 1966; Wyrtki 1975; Rasmusson and Carpenter
1982), which represents the leading mode of variability for both precipitation and
SST (e.g., Dai and Wigley 2000). This linkage is evident from principal component
analysis (PCA; e.g., Obukhov 1947; Lorenz 1956; Kutzbach 1967) of observations
and modeled data, which show that the first PC (PC-1) time series of precipitation
is strongly correlated with the NINO3.4 index (r > 0.9 for all precipitation datasets),
another measure of ENSO activity (Figure 5.1, left). The spatial expression of the
leading mode of precipitation (Fig. 5.1, right) exhibits strong loadings in the central
tropical Pacific and Warm Pool regions and is reminiscent of the horseshoe pattern
in SST associated with ENSO (e.g., Wallace et al. 1998).
The strong resemblance between the leading precipitation and SST modes sug-
gests that precipitation proxy records located in major loading regions will have high
skill in reconstructing past ENSO conditions. This assumption is the basis for us-
ing single paleo-precipitation reconstructions to reconstruct tropical SST variations.
Single proxy reconstruction methods use an individual record from corals (e.g., Cole
and Fairbanks 1990; Urban et al. 2000; Tudhope et al. 2001), marine sediments (e.g.,
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Rein et al. 2004), tree rings (e.g., Michaelson 1989; D’Arrigo et al. 2005), lake sed-
iments (e.g., Rodbell et al. 1999; Moy et al. 2002), ice cores (e.g., Thompson et al.
1985; Bradley et al. 2003) and speleothems (e.g., Rasbury and Aharon 2006; Partin
et al. 2007) to reconstruct tropical Pacific SST variability. First, the proxy record
is calibrated with SSTs or the NINO3.4 index over a period when both proxy and
instrumental data are available. If this calibration yields a significant correlation
between the proxy and SST, the proxy record is then used as a surrogate of past
ENSO activity and hence tropical Pacific SSTa. Despite the apparent strength of
this method, large uncertainties in these types of reconstructions exist because of the
inability of the proxy to record a specific climate parameter perfectly (microenviron-
mental effects, for example), and because a local climate signal may poorly represent
large-scale climate processes.
Multi-proxy reconstructions reduce the uncertainties associated with single
proxy reconstructions by using numerous proxies of various types (e.g., corals, tree
rings, and sediments) from different locations, under the assumption that their shared
signals represent large-scale climate patterns. Typically, such reconstructions create
a climate pattern template by calibrating each proxy record against the instrumental
record and use these templates to extrapolate back in time. Examples of methods
that use these climate pattern templates are (a) PCA (e.g., Mann et al. 1998) and
(b) reduced space objective analysis (e.g., Evans et al. 2002). Both methods reside in
the climate field reconstruction (CFR) family (Mann et al., 2005), a group of meth-
ods favored for studying low frequency climate variability. Although the multi-proxy
approach is useful in reducing and quantifying the uncertainties of reconstruction of
SST fields based on single proxies, there are several sources of error that require care-
ful consideration. One issue is that some proxies are better able to capture tropical







































































































































FIG. 5.1. (left) Annually-averaged NINO3.4 index from 1979 - 2000 (top) and the PC-1
time series of annual-mean global precipitation anomalies from 1979 - 2000 for the three
precipitation datasets (CMAP, ICTP model output, and ERA-40). (right) Regression of
global annual-mean precipitation anomalies (mm/day) onto the PC-1 time series of global
precipitation anomalies for the three precipitation datasets. Percent variance explained by
the leading mode of precipitation variability included in the title of each plot. Gray boxes
in CMAP EOF-1 are described in the text.
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variables (e.g. precipitation versus temperature), making extracting a common cli-
mate signal from the multiple proxies difficult. Finally, the inherent assumption of
stationarity of the climate statistics that underlies CFR methods may not always be
valid (i.e., climate patterns and teleconnections may change with time) and hence
the reconstructive skill may be substantially reduced. One example of non-stationary
statistics in the tropics is evident in the evolution of ENSO events following the
1976-77 climate shift (e.g., Neelin 1991; Neelin et al. 1994; Trenberth and Hurrell
1994; Zhang et al. 1997; Federov and Philander 2000, 2001; Guilyardi 2006). To
what extent this change in ENSO behavior impacts the overall skill of a tropical SST
reconstruction has not been explicitly addressed.
The goal of this study is to quantify the uncertainties in SST reconstructions
obtained using multi-proxy records of precipitation by applying both EOF-based and
multi-regression techniques to pseudoproxy data over the period 1979 - 2000. The
EOF method yields significant skill only in the eastern tropical Pacific, where it
captures most of the ENSO events, although some events have the wrong sign. Al-
ternatively, the multi-regression approach has higher skill that extends throughout
the tropical Pacific and Indian Oceans and correctly predicts all ENSO events. A
key factor in this superior skill is the inclusion of the CPW-type variability in the
multiregression model. We also show that the skill of the multi-regression method
is degraded when applied to the 1950 - 2000 interval due to nonstationarity in the
tropical SST-precipitation relationship.
Section 5.2 describes the data and analysis tools used. Section 5.3 assesses the
sensitivity of the SST reconstructions to the method and the precipitation dataset
used to build the climate pattern template. Section 5.4 addresses the issue of nonsta-
tionarity in ENSO statistics over the last 50 years and its impact on the reconstruc-
tive skill. Section 5.5 explores the performance of a realistic paleo-precipitation proxy
network, including how the errors in paleo-precipitation records propagate into the
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resulting SST reconstructions. A summary of the results of this chapter is provided
in Section 5.6.
5.2 Methodology
5.2.1 Precipitation and SST Datasets
Precipitation data used in this study originate from three sources: CMAP,
ERA-40, and the ICTP model (i.e., the AGCM is forced by prescribed SSTa from
the NOAA ER SSTs globally from 1950 - 2000). To evaluate the reconstruction
methods, we restrict the observational data to only 1979 - 2000, the common pe-
riod for all datasets. All fields are annually averaged (January - December) and
detrended. Annual-mean anomalies are derived by removing the 1979 - 2000 mean
from the annual means of each year. When evaluating the effect of nonstationary
climate statistics on the skill of the reconstructions, the climate pattern template is
constructed using detrended annual-mean precipitation anomalies for each year from
the full 51-yr model run along with the corresponding detrended annual-mean SSTa
from the NOAA ER SSTs. SST and precipitation data are spatially smoothed using
a 5-point averaging scheme - the value assigned to each grid point is the average of
the values in that grid point and the four adjacent grid points to the north, south,
east, and west. This smoothing technique reduces the effects of mesoscale features in
the two fields while still retaining the large-scale features that are of interest in this
study. SST anomaly reconstructions are performed only from 30◦S to 30◦N (referred
to as the tropics in this chapter) and are compared to the NOAA ER SSTs to assess
errors in the reconstructions.
5.2.2 Precipitation Proxy Network
One objective of our study is to assess how well a given proxy network of paleo-
precipitation data can reconstruct tropical Indo-Pacific SSTa. Figure 5.2a illustrates
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FIG. 5.2. (a) Standard deviation of annual-mean precipitation anomalies from CMAP
(mm/day; shaded color contours) from 1979 - 2000 superimposed on the proxy network
locations from Table 5.1 (black dots). Values smaller than 0.2 mm/day are not shaded. (b)
Standard deviation of annual-mean SSTa (◦C) from 1979 - 2000. Contour interval every
0.1◦C. The 0.1◦C contour is labeled for reference.
the paleo-precipitation proxy network employed in this study (black dots), with the
names and types of proxies listed in Table 5.1. The proxy network consists of both
terrestrial and oceanic proxies scattered throughout the tropics. Several of the proxies
lie in areas of high precipitation variance (shaded contours in Fig. 5.2a; e.g., those in
the tropical Pacific Ocean) while others do not (e.g., those in the far western Indian
Ocean, Africa, and off of the Australian coast). We create a pseudoproxy network
based on our realistic proxy network by replacing each proxy record with CMAP data
from that proxy’s location. Because multiple sites reside within the same grid box,
only 39 of the 45 locales represent unique grid points for the reconstruction.
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Table 5.1. Precipitation proxy network used for the tropical SST reconstructions. Dates
are given in years A.D. or in years before present (YBP).
Type of Proxy Location (Lat, Lon) Time Period Reference
Corals Aqaba 18 (29.5◦N, 35◦E) 1788 – 1992 Heiss (1994)
Cebu (10◦N, 124◦E) 1859 - 1979 Pätzold (1984)
Secas Island (7.6◦N, 82.3◦W) 1708 - 1984 Linsley et al. (1994)






Urvina Bay (0.4◦S, 91.2◦W) 1607 - 1953 Dunbar et al. (1994)
Punta Pitt (0.7◦S, 89.1◦W) 1936 - 1983 Shen et al. (1992)
Mahe, Seychelles (4.6◦S,
55.8◦E)
1846 - 1995 Charles et al. (1997)
Espiritu Santo (15◦S, 167◦E) 1806 - 1979 Quinn et al. (1996)
New Caledonia (20.7◦S,
166.2◦E)








1657 - 1992 Quinn et al. (1998)
Bunaken (1.3◦N, 124.5◦E) 1860 - 1990 Charles et al. (2003)
Brook Island (18.1◦S,
146.2◦E)
1565 - 1985 Hendy et al. (2002)
Clipperton Atoll (10.3◦N,
109.2◦W)
1893 - 1994 Linsley et al. (2000a)
Houtman Abrolhos Islands
(28.3◦S, 113.5◦E)
1795 - 1994 Kuhnert et al. (1999)
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Table 5.1 – Continued
Type of Proxy Location (Lat, Lon) Time Period Reference
Ifaty Reef (23.9◦S, 43.3◦E) 1659 - 1995 Zinke et al. (2004)
La Parguera (17.6◦N,
64.0◦W)
1700 - 1989 Winter et al. (2000)
Laing Island (4.1◦S, 144.5◦E) 1884 - 1993 Tudhope et al. (2001)
Lombok Strait (8.2◦S,
115.3◦E)
1782 - 1990 Charles et al. (2003)
Madang (5.2◦S, 145.9◦E) 1880 - 1993 Tudhope et al. (2001)
Maiana (1.0◦N, 173.0◦E) 1840 - 1995 Urban et al. (2000)
Malindi (3.0◦S, 40.0◦E) 1801 - 1994 Cole et al. (2000)
Moorea Lagoon (17.3◦S,
149.5◦W)
1852 - 1990 Boiseau et al. (1999)





1878 - 1994 Kuhnert et al. (2000)
Palmyra Island (5.5◦N,
162.8◦W)
1886 - 1998 Cobb et al. (2001)
Rarotonga Island (21.1◦S,
159.5◦W)
1726 - 1997 Linsley et al. (2000b)
Saint Gilles (21◦S, 55◦E) 1830 - 1995 Pfeiffer et al. (2004)
Marine
Sediments
Cariaco Basin (10◦N, 65◦W)
19000 YBP -
Present
Haug et al. (2001)
Peru Lithics (12.0◦S, 77.4◦W)
∼12000 YBP -
Present
Rein et al. (2004)
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Table 5.1 – Continued





Stott et al. (2004)
Tree Rings El Vado (16.4◦N, 96.5◦W) 1750 - 1990 Therrell et al. (2002)
Mzola Forest (18.2◦S, 27.4◦E) 1796 - 1997 Stahle et al. (1999)
Nevado de Colima (19.4◦N,
103.4◦W)
1553 - 1997 Biondi (2001)







Bigin (7.2◦S, 111.5◦E) 1839 - 1995 D’Arrigo et al. (1994)






Curtis et al. (1998)





Speleothem Borneo (4◦N, 115◦E)
2000 YBP -
Present
Partin et al. (2007)




Thompson et al. (1995)
Quelccaya (13.5◦S, 70.5◦W) 470 - 1980 Thompson et al. (1985)





The EOF method exploits the close relationship between SSTs and precipita-
tion in the tropics, dominated by coupled ENSO dynamics, to reconstruct SSTs from
precipitation. Here, we only use the first EOF (EOF-1) of precipitation and SSTs
because the PC-1 time series of global precipitation variability explains nearly 80%
of the variability in global SST variability (see Fig. 5.1). Letting VSST and USST
represent EOF-1 of global SSTs and its associated PC time series, respectively, SSTa
(ySST ; i.e., the unknown) can be approximated as
ySST ≈ VSSTUSST . (5.1)
Similarly, for precipitation anomalies (xp),
xp ≈ VpUp, (5.2)
where Vp is EOF-1 of global precipitation anomalies, and Up is the corresponding
PC time series. Both VSST and Vp are assumed to be time-invariant implying that
SST and precipitation have stationary statistics. Given xp and Vp, we can estimate






where the caret denotes an estimate.
As noted before, Up and USST are significantly correlated, so that USST =
αÛp, where the correction factor (α) is chosen as the regression coefficient between
the PC-1 time series of SST and the PC-1 time series of the precipitation data from
1979-2000. Replacing ySST with ŷSST and setting USST = αÛp, (5.1) becomes
ŷSST = αVSST Ûp, (5.4)
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which allows us to reconstruct tropical SSTa using the known leading modes of vari-
ability of global SST and precipitation anomalies. Note that this method only works
for the PC-1 time series of SST because of its high correlation with the PC-1 time
series of precipitation. Higher modes of precipitation and SST are not correlated,
and thus this method would not be adequate unless one computes explicitly the lead-
ing modes of covariability between SST and precipitation. This is the basis for the
multi-regression approach illustrated below.
5.2.3.2 Multi-Regression Method
The other reconstruction method used in this study is based on multi-regression
or covariance modeling, a technique that uses least-squares fitting to estimate one vari-
able from another (e.g., Wunsch 2006). This approach can be viewed as an extension
of the EOF method in that it accounts for more modes of covariability between SSTs
and precipitation, rather than the variability of each climate variable separately.
Considering two variables, the predictand y (SSTs) and the predictor x (pre-
cipitation), the linear relationship between these two variables can be written as
y = Ex + n, (5.5)
where E is a mapping matrix from x onto y, and n is the error associated with
linearization. If no known analytical relationship exists between x and y, a statistical
relationship can be used for E. If n is assumed to be Gaussian, then the optimal
statistical choice for E is one that minimizes the mean square error (MSE; i.e., 〈nnT〉,
where 〈 〉 denotes the averaging operator). From (5.5),
〈nnT〉 = 〈(y − Ex) (y − Ex) T〉 = 〈yyT〉+ E〈xxT〉ET − 2〈yxT〉ET. (5.6)
By minimizing 〈nnT〉, the optimal linear estimator is found to be
E = 〈yxT〉〈xxT〉−1 = CyxC−1xx , (5.7)
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is the best estimate for tropical SSTs using precipitation data provided in x. The






which serves as an estimate of the error in our reconstructed SSTa.
Inverting covariance matrices with data from very large or high-resolution
grids is computationally expensive. So, we degrade the spatial resolution of the
precipitation and SST datasets to every other grid point within the tropics prior to
covariance analysis. Before computing E, the covariance matrices are calculated and
decomposed into eigenvalues and eigenvectors. For Cxx and Cyy (Cyx), we retain
only those modes that explain more than 1% (5%) of the total covariance. This
additional step is performed to eliminate statistically insignificant higher-order modes
of covariability. The resulting reconstructions have fewer degrees of freedom and
retain larger scale features. We also use a simple cross-validation scheme to test for
robustness of the covariance statistics that enters E. This is done by calculating
E using a subset of the data from 11 of the 22 available years and assessing the
reconstructive skill over the entire period of the data. The process is repeated 20
times with different 11-year sets of data. We then take the average error of the 20
reconstructions and verify that it is equivalent to the one estimated by (5.9).
5.2.4 Assessing Errors in the SST Reconstructions
Errors in the SST reconstructions are assessed in three ways:
• The root-mean-square (RMS) error :
RMS =
√
var (ŷ − y), (5.10)
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where var ( ) is the variance function normalized by 1/ (N − 1) (N is the number
of samples), ŷ is the time series of reconstructed SSTs at a given point, and y is
the time series of observed SSTs from NOAA ER SSTs at the same point. This
measure allows us to determine spatially where the reconstructions perform the
best.
• The spatial correlation between the reconstructed and the observed SSTa. This
measure allows us to assess the skill of the SST reconstructions for each year. For
example, strong ENSO years may reflect higher spatial correlations than non-
ENSO years. Statistically significant correlations at the 95% level are found by
using a Monte Carlo-like approach whereby spatial correlations are calculated
between one year of observed annual-mean SSTa in the tropics from 1950 -
2000 and every other year in the 1950 - 2000 period. A normalized PDF of
the correlations is then used to determine the 95% significance level (r = 0.64).
Only positive correlations are considered in significance testing since negative
correlations mean that large-scale reconstructed SST patterns are of opposite
sign from the observations and are hence not meaningful for our study.
• The reconstructive skill :
Skill = 1− RMS√
var (y)
. (5.11)
The measure determines how well the reconstructed anomalies compare to the
observed fluctuation of SSTs. Because the standard deviation of SSTs varies
across the tropics, the skill will have strong spatial dependence. Fig. 5.2b illus-
trates the standard deviation of SSTs over the tropics from 1979 - 2000. The
variations in SSTs are strongest in the upwelling zones of the equator and the
Pacific coast of South America, where standard deviations approach 1◦C off of
the Peruvian coast. Lower variance characterizes the West Pacific Warm Pool
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and portions of the Indian Ocean. Therefore, based on (5.11), high skill (val-
ues near unity) arises in areas where the RMS error is much smaller than the
standard deviation of SSTs and vice versa.
For reconstructions using the multi-regression method, the skill can be com-
puted analytically as











refers to the diagonal elements of (5.9). We also use (5.12) as an
estimate for the EOF method, but 〈nnT〉 contains only errors from the first covari-
ability mode. In this way, we are able to evaluate the utility of using only the leading
modes of variability in both methods.
5.3 Evaluation of Reconstruction Methods: 1979 - 2000
Statistics
5.3.1 Reconstructing SSTa from Precipitation Data Using EOF-1
To examine the “best case” scenario for the EOF method, area-averaged pre-
cipitation from the four large centers of action in EOF-1 of precipitation are used
(as delimited in Fig. 5.1, right, gray boxes). Since these regions represent where
the highest ENSO-related variance in precipitation exists, SSTa should be closely
tied to precipitation in those regions. These regions are: (a) the equatorial Pacific
Ocean (10◦S to 10◦N, 155◦E to 80◦W); (b) the Maritime Continent (20◦S to 20◦N,
90◦E to 150◦E); (c) the southwest Pacific Ocean (35◦S to 10◦S, 150◦E to 150◦W);
and (d) the Nordeste region in Brazil and the adjacent tropical Atlantic Ocean (10◦S
to 10◦N, 70◦W to 10◦W). This averaging would be analogous to “stacking” multiple
paleo-precipitation records from the same region together.
Figure 5.3 shows the RMS error between the reconstructed SSTa using the
EOF method and observations (Fig. 5.3, left column), along with the reconstructive
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(Fig. 5.3, middle column) and estimated (Fig. 5.3, right column) skills, as a function
of the precipitation dataset used. In all datasets, RMS errors are a maximum in
the central tropical Pacific, just east of the major loading center depicted in Fig. 5.1
(right). For the ICTP model and ERA-40, a secondary maximum in RMS error exists
along the South American coast. The reconstructive skill for all datasets is highest
only in the eastern tropical Pacific, with the atmospheric model performing worst in
terms of absolute skill and CMAP the best (Fig. 5.3, middle column). Elsewhere in
the Indo-Pacific basin, little if any skill exists.
The estimated skill of the EOF method (Fig. 5.3, right column) is derived
by using only the first mode of covariability between SSTs and precipitation, which
strongly resembles the individual leading modes of each variable (see Figure 5.6),
in the multi-regression method. Though not explicitly representative of the EOF
method per se, this plot shows that using only the leading modes of variability of
precipitation and SST restricts skill to the eastern and central Pacific. Note that the
estimated skill plots predict maximum skill in the central tropical Pacific, while the
EOF method has its highest skill in the far eastern tropical Pacific Ocean.
The spatial correlation coefficients between the reconstructed and observed
SSTa (Figure 5.5, black curves) have high temporal variability, with occasional neg-
ative coefficients; negative values indicate the SST reconstructions for those years
capture the wrong sign of large-scale SSTa in the tropics. These erroneous recon-
structions occur mainly during neutral or weak ENSO years (i.e., when values of
NINO3.4 are small). Half (11) of the 22 years have reconstructions with spatial cor-
relations that exceed the 95% significance level. However, the mean spatial correlation
coefficient for any dataset over all 22 years falls well below the 95% significance level.
105
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5.3.2 Reconstructing SSTa from Precipitation Data Using the Multi-
Regression Model
The RMS error, mean skill, and estimated skill fields for the multi-regression
method are shown in Figure 5.4. RMS errors (Fig. 5.4, left column) are substantially
lower than those associated with the EOF method throughout the tropical oceans,
with about a 70% reduction in RMS error in the Pacific cold tongue region. The
reconstructive skill (Fig. 5.4, middle column) is high over a broad area of the central
and eastern tropical Pacific Ocean for all datasets. Moreover, moderate reconstructive
skill now exists over the equatorial and northern Indian Ocean regions, compared to
little skill with the EOF method. Quantitatively, the improvement in skill of the
multi-regression method over the EOF method is roughly 30% in the eastern tropical
Pacific Ocean (more so for the atmospheric model), and upwards of 200% in the
central tropical Pacific Ocean and the Indian Ocean. Finally, the mean skill levels
match those predicted by the estimated skill maps (Fig. 5.4, left column), though
the estimated skill fields for both observational sets (CMAP and ERA-40) highly
underestimate the demonstrated skill of the multi-regression model in the Indian
Ocean.
When examining the spatial correlation between the reconstructed and ob-
served SSTa for the multi-regression method (Figure 5.5, gray curves), we once again
see vast improvements over the EOF method. The mean correlations range from 0.73
to 0.75, all of which are statistically significant and higher than their counterparts
for the EOF method. Moreover, reconstructions for every year exhibit positive cor-
relation coefficients, demonstrating that the multi-regression model always captures
the correct sign of large-scale tropical ocean features (i.e., ENSO events). Minima
in the correlation coefficients coincide with neutral or weak ENSO years, as observed
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FIG. 5.5. Spatial correlation between the observed and reconstructed tropical SSTa (30◦N
- 30◦S) from the EOF method (black curves) and the multi-regression method (gray curves).
Results shown for (a) CMAP, (b) the ICTP run, and (c) ERA-40. Mean correlation for
each method also given in each figure. Red dashed line denotes the 95% significance level
(r = 0.64).
Results for the multi-regression model also hold for several variants on the
analysis (figures not shown). One analysis uses boreal summer and boreal winter
seasonal mean precipitation and SST fields rather than annual-mean fields. Error
measures for this variant were highly similar, particularly for the boreal summer SST
reconstructions presumably because of the strong coupling between tropical SSTs and
the Northern Hemisphere Intertropical Convergence Zone. Two additional variants of
the analysis included using annual-mean anomalies of precipitation and SSTs over the
so-called ENSO year (i.e., June - May) instead of calendar year and also comparing
our SST anomaly reconstructions with SSTa from the Hadley Centre SST dataset
(HadISST; Rayner et al. 2003) instead of the NOAA ER SSTs. For both of these
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variations, the results obtained and conclusions drawn were virtually identical those
presented in this paper. These sensitivity analyses support the robustness of our
results and also the robustness of the observed covariability modes with another SST
dataset.
5.3.3 Examination of Modes of Covariability Between Tropical SSTs and
Precipitation
As a way of examining why the multi-regression method outperforms the EOF
method, we conduct SVD (Bretherton et al., 1992) analysis on the covariance matrix
of tropical SST and tropical precipitation anomalies from 1979 - 2000 for each pre-
cipitation data source. For this SVD analysis, left singular vectors (LSVs) represent
covariability between the two variables in the SST spatial domain, and right singular
vectors (RSVs) represent the covariability in the precipitation spatial domain. The
presentation of each mode is as follows: (a) We calculate the EC time series for each
mode by projecting annual-mean anomaly maps of the variable onto its representa-
tive singular vectors (e.g., annual-mean SST anomaly maps are projected onto the
leading mode of covariability in the SST domain; LSV-1); (b) The EC time series are
then standardized and regressed onto annual-mean anomaly fields of their respective
variable. In this way, the spatial patterns of variability have meaningful units of the
field itself (i.e., ◦C for SSTs; mm/day for precipitation). Note that the regressions
performed here are homogeneous, but heterogeneous regression (e.g., regressing the
EC time series for SSTs onto precipitation anomaly maps) yields virtually the same
results.
Figure 5.6 displays the regression of tropical SST and precipitation anomalies
onto the first two EC time series from the SVD analysis (labeled Mode 1 and Mode 2
in the figure). For discussion, we will refer to these patterns simply as LSV-1/RSV-1
and LSV-2/RSV-2. The two leading modes of covariability together explain about
95% of the covariance between tropical SST and precipitation anomalies. LSV-1
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displays the canonical ENSO signature, while RSV-1 is indistinguishable from EOF-1
of global precipitation anomalies (Fig. 5.1, right). Of more interest, however, is the
second mode of covariability, which explains ∼15% of the covariance regardless of
the precipitation data used. LSV-2 displays a zonal tripole with alternating positive-
negative-positive SSTa across the equatorial Pacific. This SST pattern also coincides
a similar zonal tripole in precipitation anomalies as depicted by RSV-2 (Fig. 5.6).
Note that even the model captures these patterns, albeit of slightly different spatial
scale from the observational datasets. This alternating pattern of SST/precipitation
anomalies across the tropical Pacific is very similar to that observed during the 1997-
98 ENSO event, for example (e.g., Bell et al. 1999, their Figs. 24 and 26). This
correspondence may suggest that the patterns reflect the precipitation response to
eastward propagation of SSTa characteristic of the T-mode/delayed oscillator mode
of ENSO, prevalent after 1980, as opposed to the westward propagation of SSTs
observed during the S-mode of ENSO prior to 1980 (Federov and Philander, 2001,
2003).
More importantly, the SSTa pattern in LSV-2 is also very similar to the regres-
sion pattern of the CPW index on tropical Pacific SSTa (see, for example, Fig. 4.10d).
For further comparison, Figure 5.7 shows the regression of annual-mean tropical SSTa
(Fig. 5.7a) and annual-mean tropical precipitation anomalies from CMAP (Fig.5.7b)
onto the annually-averaged CPW index. The SSTa regression pattern mirrors the one
from LSV-2 depicted in Fig. 5.6 (top), confirming that the second leading covariabil-
ity mode in SST space does indeed capture the CPW phenomenon. Moreover, the
tripole pattern seen in the precipitation pattern in RSV-2 (Fig. 5.6, bottom) is repli-
cated very well in Fig. 5.7b. The correlation coefficient between the annually-averaged
CPW index and the second EC time series in SST space is r = 0.81 (p < 0.01).
The eigenvalue spectrum in Figure 5.8 further illustrates the importance of
including the second mode of covariability in tropical SST reconstructions. Both the
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FIG. 5.6. The two leading modes of covariance between tropical SST and precipitation
anomalies (30◦N - 30◦S) from 1979 - 2000 for each dataset. (left) (top) Regression of annual-
mean SSTa (◦C) onto the first and second EC time series of the LSVs of the SVD analysis.
(bottom) Regression of annual-mean precipitation anomalies (mm/day) onto the first and
second EC time series of the RSVs of the SVD analysis. Percent covariance explained by
each mode is given in the title of each plot
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first and second covariability modes are statistically significant per the North et al.
(1982) criterion, with modes 3 and higher insignificantly different from each other in
terms of percent variance explained.
5.4 Nonstationarity and Its Impact on Reconstructive Skill
The assessments of tropical SST reconstructions presented thus far have been
based solely using statistics from the 1979 - 2000 period. This period of time is rela-
tively short and therefore affects the significance of our results through potential bias,
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FIG. 5.7. Regression of (a) annual-mean tropical SSTa (◦C) and (b) annual-mean tropi-
cal precipitation anomalies (mm/day) on the annually-averaged standardized CPW index.
Compare with plots of Mode 2 in Fig. 5.6.
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FIG. 5.8. The eigenvalue spectrum for the first five covariance modes between annual-mean
tropical precipitation anomalies and annual-mean tropical SSTa, using the three precipita-
tion datasets: CMAP (solid black), ICTP (dashed black), and ERA-40 (solid gray).
especially considering that the two largest positive ENSO events in recorded observa-
tional history occurred during that period (i.e., 1982-83 and 1997-98). Furthermore,
observed changes in the character of Pacific variability after the 1976-77 climate shift
(e.g., Trenberth and Hurrell 1994; Zhang et al. 1997) also introduce a source of bias to
the 1979 - 2000 climate statistics. Increasing the length of our tropical precipitation
and SST time series allows us to address the potential influence of nonstationarity in
the joint statistics between the two variables. For this analysis, we rely on the 51-year
(1950 - 2000) AGCM run. Results from Section 5.3 suggest that use of the model
precipitation fields is reliable for assessing longer-term statistics because of the close
match between the results from the model and those from observations.
Before proceeding with the 1950 - 2000 based reconstructions, we examine
the difference in the patterns of covariability of the ICTP AGCM precipitation and
NOAA ER SSTs from 1979 - 2000 (Fig. 5.6) with those from 1950 - 1978 and 1950
- 2000 (Figure 5.9). The major differences between the two periods arise in LSV-2
(i.e., the CPW-type mode). From 1950 - 2000, the Indian Ocean and eastern Pacific
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Ocean are in-phase in terms of SSTa, similar to that shown in Fig. 5.6; however, for
the 1950 - 1978 period, they are out of phase. In the precipitation domain, RSV-2
(Fig. 5.9) shows a more meridional tripole pattern, with positive anomalies along the
equator flanked by negative anomalies to the north and south, compared to that from
1979 - 2000 (Fig. 5.6). Furthermore, the magnitude of the precipitation anomalies
in Fig. 5.9 is lower than in Fig. 5.6. These lower amplitudes suggest a weaker linear
relationship between SSTs and precipitation for the 1950 - 2000 period versus the 1979
- 2000 period, which could increase reconstruction errors. Overall, the differences in
the second covariability mode between the 1979 - 2000 statistics and the 1950 - 1978
statistics suggest high sensitivity of our precipitation-SST relationship to the analysis
period chosen. Similar results are obtained when regressing SSTa onto the annually-
averaged CPW index for 1950 - 1978 and 1950 - 2000 (not shown).
Based on these findings, we conduct two new reconstructions whereby the
mapping matrix in the multi-regression method (E) consists of the covariability of
tropical precipitation from the ICTP model run and tropical SSTa from NOAA ER
SSTs from 1950 - 2000, but SST reconstructions are evaluated for: (a) 1950 - 2000,
using model precipitation for the input precipitation vector (x), and (b) 1979 - 2000,
using CMAP precipitation data for x. The first analysis tests how well the results
presented in Section 5.3.2 hold for the longer time period. The latter case tests
the possibility of using model-derived statistics from long integrations for climate
pattern templates in lieu of data from the relatively shorter observational records of
precipitation.
The first case (SST reconstructions for 1950 - 2000 using model precipitation
over the whole period; Figure 5.10) yields poorer performance for the reconstructions
than the 1979 - 2000 case (see Fig. 5.4). RMS errors nearly double in the cold tongue
region (0.1 - 0.2◦C) but larger changes are seen in the skill of the reconstruction (Fig.
5.10b). High reconstructive skill is now restricted to the central and eastern tropical
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FIG. 5.9. The two leading modes of covariance between tropical SST and ICTP model
precipitation anomalies (30◦S - 30◦N) for two different periods: 1950 - 1978 and 1950 - 2000.
(top) Regression of annual-mean SSTa (◦C) onto the first two EC time series from the LSVs
of the SVD analysis. (bottom) Regression of ICTP precipitation anomalies onto the first
two EC time series from the RSVs of the SVD analysis. Percent covariance explained by
each mode is given in the title of each plot.
Pacific Ocean, and those skill values are about 25% lower than their counterparts in
Fig. 5.4. Larger skill degradation is seen in the Indian Ocean and West Pacific Warm
Pool region. The estimated skill field (Fig. 5.10c) reflects these changes in skill for the
larger sample, though amplitudes are overestimated particularly in the West Pacific
Warm Pool region. Finally, the spatial correlation coefficients (Fig. 5.10d) have higher
temporal variance than Fig. 5.5b (gray curve) displays, but the coefficients are still
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FIG. 5.10. Evaluation of the multi-regression method using NOAA ER SSTs and ICTP
model precipitation fields from 1950 - 2000. (a) RMS error (◦C). Contour interval 0.1◦C.
The 0.1◦C contour is labeled for reference. (b) Reconstructive skill (dimensionless). (c)
Estimated reconstructive skill (dimensionless). (d) Spatial correlation between the recon-
structed and observed SSTa from 1950 - 2000. Red dashed line represents the 95% signifi-
cance levels (r = 0.64). The mean correlation coefficient for the 51 years is also given.
all positive, and the mean correlation coefficient for the 51-year period (r = 0.66) is
above the 95% significance level.
When considering the case of model-derived statistics from 1950-2000 with
observational precipitation from 1979 - 2000 (Figure 5.11), the tropical SST recon-
structions are even more degraded in skill than the reconstructions that use only
instrumental data from 1979 - 2000. Note that the estimated skill levels (Fig. 5.11c)
are identical to those in Fig. 5.10c since the same joint statistics are used in the
multi-regression model. The RMS errors (Fig. 5.11a) approach 0.5◦C in the far east-
ern tropical Pacific, and the mean skill of the reconstructions (Fig. 5.11b) displays
only moderate skill (∼0.5) throughout the eastern part of the tropical Pacific Ocean.
In fact, the demonstrated skill in this case is almost similar (and even less) than the
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skill shown using the EOF method for the eastern tropical Pacific (compare Fig. 5.3,
top row, middle column with Fig. 5.11b). Skill decreases by approximately 40% in
the tropical Pacific Ocean between Fig. 5.4 (top row, middle column) and Fig. 5.11b.
Furthermore, little if any skill is demonstrated in the West Pacific Warm Pool region
or the Indian Ocean. Finally, the mean spatial correlation coefficients (Fig. 5.11d)
are no longer uniformly positive, and the mean correlation coefficient is statistically
insignificant (r = 0.55). Only 10 of the 22 years (∼45%) have significant spatial cor-
relations between the reconstructed and observed SSTa, compared to 86% (19 of the
22 years) in Fig. 5.5a (gray curve).
Thus, when the multi-regression method is repeated using joint statistics of
precipitation and SSTs from 1950 - 2000, the skill of the SST reconstructions decreases
versus those performed using 1979 - 2000 statistics. Our observational analysis points
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FIG. 5.11. As in Fig. 5.10 except evaluating SST anomaly reconstructions from 1979 - 2000
using SST-precipitation joint statistics from the ICTP model output for E and annual-mean
CMAP precipitation anomalies for x in the multi-regression model.
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to changes in LSV-2 and RSV-2 as the cause of the diminished skill. This change in the
second leading mode of covariability likely reflects changes in the ENSO/CPW phe-
nomenon. Implications of the change in this covariability mode may extend beyond
tropical SST reconstructions to extratropical climate variability, owing to the far-
reaching effects of tropical Indo-Pacific climate variability (e.g., Hoskins and Karoly
1981; Barsugli and Sardeshmukh 2002; Hoerling and Kumar 2002; Alexander et al.
2002).
5.5 Using the Multi-Regression Method with a Realistic
Paleo-Precipitation Pseudoproxy Network
The previous analyses examined the sensitivity of tropical SST reconstructions
to both the method employed and the degree of stationarity in the climate statistics.
In this section, we reconstruct tropical SSTa by applying the multi-regression method
to precipitation anomalies from locations corresponding to the pseudoproxy network
defined in Table 5.1. We also consider the effects of errors in the proxy data on the
resulting tropical SST reconstructions. For brevity, only results using CMAP data
are shown; however, findings are similar if precipitation fields from the model control
run or ERA-40 are used (not shown).
5.5.1 SST Reconstructions with the Pseudoproxy Network
Figure 5.12 displays the error statistics for tropical SST anomaly reconstruc-
tions for the period 1979 - 2000 using multi-regression and the precipitation proxy
network in Table 5.1. The RMS error (Fig. 5.12a) and mean skill fields (Fig. 5.12b)
illustrate that the network is able to capture SSTa in the central and eastern tropical
Pacific Ocean when compared to the full field reconstructions (Fig. 5.4, top row).
Higher RMS errors and consequently less skill exist for SSTa closer to the South
American coast, despite having several precipitation proxies nearby. Reconstructive
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skill in the Indian Ocean, however, is now lost with this pseudoproxy network (Fig.
5.12b). The mean skill matches well with the analytical estimate (Fig. 5.12c), while
the spatial correlation coefficients are all positive with a statistically significant mean
correlation of 0.67 (compared to 0.73 in Fig. 5.5a, gray curve). Overall, our specific
pseudoproxy network captures almost 80% of the skill displayed using the full CMAP
tropical precipitation field in the tropical Pacific, but only half of the skill in the
Indian Ocean basin.
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FIG. 5.12. Evaluation of the multi-regression method for SST anomaly reconstructions
from 1979 - 2000 using paleo-precipitation pseudoproxies listed in Table 5.1. (a) RMS error
(◦C). Contour interval 0.1◦C. The 0.1◦C contour is labeled for reference. (b) Reconstructive
skill (dimensionless). (c) Estimated reconstructive skill (dimensionless). (d) Spatial corre-
lation between the reconstructed and observed SSTa from 1979 - 2000. Red dashed line
represents the 95% significance level (r = 0.64). The mean correlation coefficient for the 22
years is also given. Red dots in (a) - (c) represent the locations of the pseudoproxies.
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5.5.2 Error Propagation Analysis
The decrease in reconstructive skill using the pseudoproxy network suggests
that the selected proxy network is missing key regions that are important for trop-
ical SST reconstructions. In this section, we explore the importance of the spatial
distribution of the proxy network sites and the potential errors associated with the
precipitation proxy data.
To investigate the impact of errors in the pseudoproxy network on SST anomaly
reconstructions, we make use of (5.8) and include a term on the right-hand side, np,
representing errors associated with the precipitation records contained in x. With this
additional error term, the estimate of SSTa now changes by some quantity, denoted
nSST , changing (5.8) to ŷ+nSST = E (x + np), where E is given by (5.7). From here,
we directly find that
nSST = EnSST . (5.13)
(5.13) indicates that errors in precipitation are linearly related to errors in SST recon-





where SNR is the signal-to-noise ratio. Furthermore, we test the impact of the spa-
tial distribution of these errors by assigning non-zero np at all proxy sites and then
assigning non-zero np only to specific sites in the proxy network.
Figure 5.13 illustrates the results of the error propagation analysis as a function
of the SNR and the spatial location of errors. The absolute errors in SSTa range from
0− 0.5◦C, which is the same order of magnitude as the standard deviation in tropical
Pacific SSTs (Fig. 5.2b), making these errors significant for climate reconstructions.
As expected, decreasing the SNR (i.e., increasing np) creates larger absolute errors
in the reconstructions. SSTa in the West Pacific Warm Pool are the exception -
there, SST errors remain near zero for both cases because RMS errors are low there
already (Fig. 5.12a). Comparing rows in Fig. 5.13 (i.e., examining the dependence of
nSST on the spatial distribution of np), errors in easternmost tropical Pacific SSTs
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are larger when np is nonzero for Eastern Hemisphere proxy sites versus when np
is nonzero in the Western Hemisphere (compare the second and third rows of Fig.
5.13). These regions include the few proxy sites in and near the Indian Ocean as
well as those near Australia and the poleward flank of the South Pacific Convergence
Zone (SPCZ; e.g., Streten 1973; Spencer 1993). Surprisingly, estimates of SSTa over
the cold tongue region are less accurate when proxy sites in the Western Hemisphere
have no error. This finding could be because of the greater number of ENSO-sensitive
pseudoproxy sites in the Eastern Hemisphere. Another interesting possibility is that
Eastern Hemisphere proxies capture key dynamical links between the Indian Ocean
and the tropical Pacific Ocean, a topic garnering significant attention in tropical
climate studies (Barnett, 1984; Yu et al., 2002; Kug and Kang, 2006).
Outside of the tropical Pacific cold tongue region, the regions that are most
sensitive to errors in proxy precipitation anomalies lie in the northwest and southwest
Pacific Ocean. In the Indian Ocean, nSST is more dependent on the SNR than on the
spatial distribution of np in the proxy network, though nSST is small there anyways.
Based on this analysis and our earlier evaluations of the reconstruction methods,
assessing SST reconstructive skill in the Indian Ocean remains difficult, primarily
because of the small variance in SSTs exhibited in this basin (Fig. 5.2b).
SNR values used in this study are one to two orders of magnitude higher than
those used in other pseudoproxy studies (e.g., Mann and Rutherford 2002; Mann
et al. 2007). Mann et al. (2007) relate their SNR choices to the average correlation






Using the same equation for SNR = 10 (SNR = 2), the implied correlation of the
proxy data from our multi-proxy network with local precipitation anomalies is 0.99







































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































SNR values in this analysis, SST errors in the cold tongue region are still significant
(∼1 standard deviation) when np is non-zero in Eastern Hemisphere records. For
comparison, with SNR = 0.4 (r = 0.37), errors in the central tropical Pacific are ∼1.0
- 1.2◦C when np is non-zero in Eastern Hemisphere records (not shown). Therefore,
although our SNR values are large compared to other studies, our study focuses on
the spatial dependence of the SST reconstructive skill (i.e., how Indian Ocean proxies
affect tropical Pacific SST reconstructions).
5.6 Chapter Summary and Discussion
The results presented in this chapter primarily offer insight into the feasibility
of using two popular methods that have been applied for SST anomaly reconstruc-
tions over the last millennium. The analyses presented use tropical precipitation
anomalies to directly estimate tropical SSTa. Since many proxies used in reconstruc-
tion efforts do record past precipitation more directly than past SSTs, this approach
outlines strategies for taking advantage of such paleo-precipitation records. Further-
more, as these strategies are based on dynamical links that exist between tropical
precipitation anomalies and SSTa, they provide additional insights into the coupled
ocean-atmosphere system. We have shown that much of the variance (> 80%) of
the observed SSTa can be reconstructed using the multi-regression method, which
significantly outperforms the EOF method in the tropical Pacific and Indian Oceans.
The advantage of the multi-regression method lies in the second mode of covariabil-
ity between SSTs and precipitation, which explains nearly 15% of the covariability
between the two variables. Through comparison of the regression patterns (Fig. 5.7)
and correlation of the two indices, we have concluded that, indeed, the second lead-
ing covariability mode between tropical SSTa and tropical precipitation anomalies
coincides with the CPW phenomenon. Therefore, representing and accounting for
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the CPW mode is necessary to improve tropical SST reconstructions for paleoclimate
ventures and thus improve our understanding of constraints on future climate change
globally. The presence of the CPW phenomenon in model-based or observational data
should thus be a prerequisite for the pursuit of tropical Pacific SST reconstructions.
Doing so may also provide insight into improving climate model representations of
tropical-extratropical climate interactions, both oceanic and atmospheric.
Moreover, transient changes in the SST-precipitation statistical relationship
limit the skill of tropical SST reconstructions. The degradation in reconstructive
skill experienced between using 1979 - 2000 and 1950 - 2000 statistics (compare Figs.
5.10 and 5.11) clearly illustrates that reconstructions done using the multi-regression
method are sensitive to shifts in the climate system such as that which occurred in
1976-77. This regime change is associated with changes in the evolution of individual
ENSO events, which altered the tropical SST-precipitation relationship. Such changes
also affect the CPW phenomenon in the same manner, illustrating that this mode and
its global teleconnections may not be stationary in time. Developing reconstruction
methods that account for different ENSO modes apparent in the data for different
periods of time would therefore greatly improve Indo-Pacific SST reconstructions.
This study also provides some insight on the design of optimal networks of
paleo-precipitation records for tropical SST reconstructions. The realistic paleo-
precipitation proxy network chosen for this study preserves much of the reconstructive
skill achieved when full-field tropical precipitation data are used. Decreased proxy-
based skill in the Indian Ocean may reflect the low number of proxies located in the
Indian Ocean (Fig. 5.2a) and/or gaps in the network from remote locations where
precipitation is sensitive to Indian Ocean SSTs. A similar explanation may apply
to decreased reconstructive skill throughout the tropical Pacific Ocean when using
the proxy network. Indeed, the error propagation analysis illustrates the importance
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of proxies in the Indian Ocean and SPCZ region for improved skill in tropical Indo-
Pacific SST reconstructions (Fig. 5.13). Previous studies (e.g., Evans et al. 1998,
2002) corroborate these findings and highlight the importance of Indian Ocean proxy
records for tropical Pacific SST reconstructions. Future modeling studies of cou-
pled dynamics between the Indian and tropical Pacific Oceans would help to identify
specific regions in the Indian Ocean for proxy generation. Precipitation sensitivity
studies using adjoint models (e.g., ET for the multi-regression model; Wunsch 2006)
could also prove valuable in designing an optimal paleo-precipitation network. The
complication with this approach is the low variance in the Indian Ocean compared to
the tropical Pacific Ocean, which makes it harder to identify SST-related precipitation
changes.
The paleoclimate SST reconstruction project presented in this chapter also
illustrates the utility of performing climate field reconstructions to expand our current
understanding of the climate system. By examining errors in both space and time, we
identified several additional research questions related to tropical climate dynamics.
Such reconstructions therefore offer a distinct advantage over reconstructions focused
on a single index (e.g., Northern Hemisphere temperature or the NINO3.4 index),




6.1 Dissertation Summary and Discussion
Tropical and extratropical North Pacific climate variability on interannual to
multi-decadal scales impact a wide range of systems, from local biological and ecosys-
tems in the North Pacific to global teleconnections in weather and climate. The
climate community thus far has concentrated efforts on better understanding the dy-
namics and the predictability of the three leading modes of atmospheric and oceanic
variability in the Pacific: ENSO, the AL, and the PDO. While the effects of these
three modes on the climate system are large and significant, secondary modes of
variability in the tropical and extratropical Pacific (i.e., the CPW, the NPO, and
the NPGO) also have significant and very different markers on biological systems
and global climate. Two examples include the ability of the NPGO, not the PDO,
to explain low-frequency changes in biological variables off the coast of California
(Di Lorenzo et al., 2008) and the different atmospheric response in the North Pacific
to CPWs vs. canonical ENSO events (e.g., projection onto the AL for the canonical
ENSO vs. projection onto the NPO for the CPW). The latter effect is especially im-
portant, considering the climate models predict increased frequency and magnitude
of CPWs in the future (Yeh et al., 2009).
The five original tasks presented in Section 1.3 were tackled through a series of
statistical and dynamical analyses, using both observations and output from coupled
climate models and experiments run with a simple AGCM. This dissertation offers
evidence that includes the CPW, NPO, and NPGO into a more complete framework
of Pacific decadal climate variability in the basin. As such, new avenues and efforts
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to improve the predictability and the dynamics of NPDV/tropical Pacific variability
emerge.
The study began by analyzing the basic dynamics and links between the NPO
and tropical Pacific SSTa variability (Chapter 3). Dissecting the NPO into its two
poles and examining the behavior of each pole separately illustrates that the NPO
phenomenon may be stochastic as defined, but the two nodes are not wholly stochas-
tic. As shown in the power spectra analyses (Fig. 3.5a), the NPO and NPO NP
indices are white-ish, but the NPO SP contains significant power at lower frequen-
cies (along with weak power at high frequencies). This low-frequency component is
also replicated in a long station record from Honolulu, Hawaii, which resides within
the NPO SP (Fig. 3.5b). Moreover, Table 3.1 reveals that, in the observations, the
NPO and NPO NP are nearly identical, indicating that the traditional definition of
the NPO is dominated by high-latitude SLPa variability. The weaker (though still
significant) correlations between the NPO NP and NPO SP indices indicate that,
although 25% of the variance in one is related to variations in the other, 75% is due
to other factors. This, along with the power spectra results, illustrate that we the
two centers of action should be considered independently, as they are mostly gov-
erned by different dynamics. The NPO NP is more intrinsic and is driven mainly
by atmospheric “noise”, thus producing a white-ish power spectrum. By contrast,
the NPO SP, though it does contain high-frequency variability, is driven by tropical
Pacific SSTa variability (e.g., Di Lorenzo et al. 2010), which contributes to variability
at both high and low frequencies. Indeed, when the NPO index is low-passed and
correlated with SLPa, the NPO NP node nearly vanishes, while the subtropical node
of the NPO remains significant but shifted in location toward the east (Fig. 3.4c).
The dynamics of the NPO were also explored in frequency-space for two spe-
cific frequency bands - high-frequency (periods < 2 years retained) and low-frequency
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(periods > 7 years retained). These two bands fundamentally represent two differ-
ent processes in the Pacific climate system. The high-frequency band describes the
seasonal ENSO precursor pattern in SLPa and SSTa, while the low-frequency band
depicts decadal-scale changes in the North Pacific and tropical Pacific, particularly
those driven by CPW-type variability, which also contains quasi-decadal power (Fig.
3.3a). The observational evidence showed that, for the four indices measuring NPO-
type variability (NPO, NPO NP, NPO SP, and SLPa Hawaii indices), the high-passed
versions of the NPO SP and SLPa Hawaii indices captured as much or more of the
variance in boreal winter SSTa as the other two high-passed indices (Figs. 3.6a - 3.6d).
Moreover, through lag correlation analysis, the high-passed NPO indices clearly cap-
tured the propagation of SSTa from the subtropics to the tropical Pacific, consistent
with the SFM (Figs. 3.6e - 3.6l). As with the lag 0 plots, the high-passed NPO SP
and SLPa Hawaii lag correlation maps alone were able to capture the propagation,
with even stronger correlations seen than for the high-passed NPO index. Thus, it is
the NPO subtropical node that is the most important for the ENSO precursor pat-
tern/SFM, consistent with findings in previous work (e.g., Anderson 2003; Alexander
et al. 2008).
For the low-passed indices, the NPO NP index correlations are a maximum in
the far North Pacific and the weakest among the three indices in the subtropical North
Pacific and tropical Pacific (Fig. 3.7). Both the NPO SP and SLPa Hawaii indices
accurately reconstruct the CPW-type pattern in the Pacific at low frequencies (Fig.
3.7c - 3.7d). Additionally, the low-passed NPO SP and SLPa indices are significantly
correlated with the low-passed CPW index (Figs. 3.8c and 3.8d). However, this is not
the case for the low-passed NPO or NPO NP index, both of which have an insignificant
correlation with the low-passed CPW index (Fig. 3.8a and 3.8b). The time series
results lend further support to the very different fundamental characteristics of the
two poles of the NPO and their links to the North Pacific - tropical Pacific climate
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system.
Because of the statistical connections between the CPW and the NPO, partic-
ularly in the SLPa field at low frequencies (Figs. 3.4a and 3.4c), along with the quasi-
decadal periodicity of the CPW index (Fig. 3.3a), the hypothesis was proposed that
low-frequency variability in the NPO SP originates from tropical Pacific SSTa forc-
ing. The power spectra of the TROP runs support this hypothesis: the low-frequency
characteristic of the NPO SP/SLPa Hawaii indices is still recovered in the tropically-
forced only runs. When examining the the SSTa correlation maps with the low-passed
ICTP model indices, the patterns for the low-passed NPO SP and SLPa Hawaii in
the CONTROL and TROP runs match well with the observations (Fig. 3.9). That
is, the low-frequency nature of the NPO SP indeed projects strongly onto the central
tropical Pacific SSTa field, in a pattern like that of the CPW phenomenon. Note,
however, that the model shows very weak correlations for the low-passed NPO/NPO
NP index correlation maps in the tropical Pacific for both runs. This implies that, for
the TROP run in particular, the tropical Pacific SSTa forcing projects primarily onto
the NPO SP/Hawaiian SLP region only at low frequencies. Moreover, the results
from Di Lorenzo et al. (2010) agree with these findings and also illustrate that the
NPGO, a signature of NPDV, has direct ties to variability in the NPO subtropical
node and indirect ties to CPW activity. Thus, a new link between the CPW, the
NPO, and the NPGO is created, akin to the ENSO-AL-PDO framework.
With the newly identified connections between the NPO, CPW and NPGO at
low frequencies, the analysis then turned to evaluating the leading modes of NPDV as
simulated by the 24 coupled climate models used for predictions of projected climate
change made in the IPCC AR4 (Chapter 4). When the analysis is restricted to the
North Pacific only, the models are able to reproduce well the spatial structure of the
two leading North Pacific SLPa modes (i.e., the AL and the NPO; Fig. 4.2), while
the oceanic modes exhibit much more scatter and inconsistency between models. For
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the leading mode (i.e., the PDO), the models simulate well the decadal-scale power
of the mode. However, the observed covariability between the PDO and the AL, its
atmospheric forcing, is far stronger in the models than it is in observations (Fig. 4.7),
suggesting a shorter decorrelation timescale of the PDO mode in the models. Hence,
the coupled climate models generally reproduce inaccurate mechanisms and dynamics
associated with the AL/PDO mode.
The second leading mode of North Pacific SSTa is much more problematic
for the models. Though the spatial correlation of the ensemble-mean pattern with
the observed EOF-2SST is high and significant (Fig. 4.2), the pattern itself is much
weaker in magnitude (Fig. 4.1d). Furthermore, the EC-2SST index in the models
exhibits very strong power at the interdecadal timescales, as opposed to the obser-
vations which contain two peaks: one at interannual timescales and the other in the
7-12 year range (Fig. 4.3b). Physically, the double-peak in observations is likely re-
lated to the relation of this SST mode to ENSO/CPW variability (the interannual
peak) and then the low-frequency changes that are most characteristic of the NPGO
(recall that the observed SSTa pattern associated with the NPGO is highly similar to
the one in EOF-2SST). Unfortunately, the models do not replicate this dual-nature,
again pointing to disconnects between tropical-extratropical Pacific mechanisms at
work in the models. Furthermore, when testing the role of NPO forcing on driv-
ing the underlying SST field, the models display the opposite effect of the AL/PDO
relationship: many models underestimate the variance explained or simply have no
significant correlation between their NPO and covarying SSTa pattern (Fig. 4.8b).
This lack of covariability, unlike the relatively strong signal seen in observations (Fig.
4.8a), is readily apparent from the structure of the ensemble-mean cEOF-2SST (Fig.
4.6d), which has little resemblance to the observed NPGO-like SSTa pattern.
Further evidence of poor representation of the NPO/NPGO decadal signature
in the North Pacific arises when analyzing the representation of the tropical Pacific
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teleconnections to the North Pacific (Fig. 4.11). The remote connections between
ENSO and the AL are insignificant in the models, thus suggesting poor simulation of
the atmospheric bridge mechanism. This lack of tropically-induced forcing may also
explain why the PDO index is far more dependent on high frequency forcing from
the AL than observations indicate, as there is not a lower frequency modulator of the
PDO from the tropics to damp the response. Additionally, the ensemble-mean of the
models do not capture the atmospheric teleconnections associated with the CPW in
the North Pacific (Fig. 4.11c). Unlike the NPO-like response seen in observations,
the ensemble-mean response resembles more the AL representation in the models,
thus the strong connection between the EC-2Tropics−SST and EC-1SST indices in many
models (Table 4.4). Note that this result is not a fact of the order of the models’
EOFs not matching the observations - the ensemble-mean cEOF-2Tropics−SST indeed
captures the CPW phenomenon (albeit the center of action is shifted to the west;
Fig. 4.11d). The lack of the NPO-like response may also hint at the lack of a strong
ENSO precursor signature in the models, though explicit tests for that mechanism
were not done in this study. Thus, the CPW-NPO connections in the models must
be addressed in future studies.
Finally, the inclusion of the CPW mode was shown to offer significant im-
provement in paleoclimate tropical SST reconstruction methods (Chapter 5). Using
precipitation as a proxy for reconstructing tropical SST, the analysis showed that
the multiregression method (which includes the canonical ENSO and CPW modes,
among higher order, weaker modes) far outperformed the EOF method (which only
considers canonical ENSO) throughout the tropical Indo-Pacific basin (Figs. 5.3 vs.
5.4). The key to this improvement was the inclusion of the second mode of covariabil-
ity associated with the CPW, which explains nearly 15% of the covariance between
annual-mean tropical precipitation and tropical SSTa (Fig. 5.6). In fact, the presence
of another “flavor” of ENSO as dominant and significant as the CPW discourages
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future ventures in paleoclimate reconstructions from seeking to reconstruct, for ex-
ample, the NINO3.4 index as a way to reconstruct and understand past climates.
Reconstructing a single index of tropical Pacific variability will surely miss other con-
tributing elements of the complex ENSO system and may give a false representation
of past climates. Furthermore, since paleoclimate research seeks to test hypotheses
of climate variable relationships and provide past climate conditions used to validate
climate model simulations, biasing tropical SST reconstructions to only one type of
ENSO neglects the very different contributions of other flavors of ENSO on the cli-
mate system. Additionally, nonstationarity in the statistics of ENSO behavior was
also shown to be a large factor in the skill of reconstructions (Figs. 5.10 and 5.11), a
commonly accepted criticism for reconstruction validation.
The paleoclimate reconstruction exercise also demonstrated the importance of
collecting a multiproxy network that spans the entire tropical ocean, not just in the
eastern and central tropical Pacific. The error propagation analysis (Fig. 5.13) illus-
trated that tropical Pacific SSTa reconstructions were most sensitive to high errors in
the Indian Ocean/Indonesian precipitation proxy records, not to local eastern Pacific
records. Thus, remote influences on the tropical Pacific from the Indian Ocean play
a key role in accuracy of the paleoclimate SST reconstructions. Future ventures for
paleoclimate sites for those interested in past tropical Indo-Pacific conditions should
focus on records in the Indian Ocean region.
6.2 The Future
6.2.1 A New View on Tropical Pacific - North Pacific Interannual and
Decadal Variability
The overall results of this dissertation, particularly those of Chapter 3, allow
us to add to the original framework of North Pacific - tropical Pacific presented in
Fig. 1.8. This new proposed framework is presented in Figure 6.1, which includes
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an additional “wheel” showing the contributions of the NPO, the NPGO, and the
CPW to Pacific interannual and decadal variability. Examining the blue wheel, NPO
variability, mostly associated with the subtropical NPO node/SLPa Hawaii variability,
acts on two frequency branches: (a) the low-frequency branch (blue), where the
atmospheric forcing is integrated by the North Pacific to form the NPGO, and (b)
the high-frequency branch (light blue), where NPO variability is tied to the ENSO
precursor pattern/SFM. The SSTa field associated with the ENSO precursor pattern
projects strongly into the central Pacific Ocean SSTs during the late spring and
summer months, producing anomalous warming in that region. Here, a juncture
in the diagram is present. The anomalous warming of the sea surface in the central
equatorial Pacific Ocean may produce7 a canonical ENSO episode (the purple branch),
or a CPW-type ENSO (the blue branch). Depending on which type of ENSO ensues,
the North Pacific extratropical atmosphere and ocean will react differently. Should a
canonical ENSO event occur, then the red wheel outlines the teleconnection patterns.
If a CPW-type event forms, then the evolution follows the blue wheel chain of events,
which leads back to a projection onto the NPO pattern, particular at quasi-decadal
frequencies.
One element of Fig. 6.1 is that, though components in both wheels may operate
simultaneously, there are likely periods of time when the red wheel linkages are more
prevalent, while others the blue wheel dominates the climate system. Since studies of
future climate change focus on changes in the magnitude and frequency of individual
modes like the PDO, NPGO, and ENSO, this new framework offer a convenient way
to picture the chain of events that may ensue or the responsible dynamics for those
amplified modes.
7Of course, an ENSO event may not be produced at all, as the ENSO precursor pattern / SFM
does not guarantee an event will occur. Exactly why or why not an event occurs is an outstand-
ing question, though recent work by Alexander et al. (2010) offers some preliminary evidence for
prediction of the path taken.
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There are noticeable “gaps” in the wheels, which represent areas that need
future work. For example, in the blue wheel, no branch connects the NPGO to
the anomalous warming of the central tropical Pacific Ocean or to CPW activity.
The statistical analyses surely make this branch highly likely to exist, as the CPW
and NPGO share common correlations in the central tropical Pacific Ocean. How-
ever, future modeling studies will need to be performed to look for this connection.
Likely, this connection is not purely an “atmospheric bridge” response - there could
be oceanic principles at work. The diagram also continues to have a break between
the PDO and ENSO. There are oceanic mechanisms proposed that relate subtropical
and extratropical North Pacific ocean waters back to the equatorial Pacific, but more
work is needed to tie these oceanic “tunnels” to the ENSO-AL-PDO wheel.
6.2.2 Future Research Ideas
Below are several ideas for future work that will build upon the conclusions
and results reached in this study.
1. Conduct an “atmospheric bridge” analysis similar to Alexander et al. (2002) but
for the CPW phenomenon. Fig. 3.10 presented preliminary evidence that indeed
the Rossby wavetrain excited by the CPW phenomenon has a unique projec-
tion onto the North Pacific atmosphere and contributes to enhanced variability
of the NPO SP/upper tropospheric SLPa Hawaii signature. Though previous
studies have presented evidence of teleconnection patterns associated with the
CPW (e.g., Ashok et al. 2007; Weng et al. 2007; Ashok et al. 2009; Weng et al.
2009), a more complete dynamical picture of the CPW links to the extratrop-
ical Northern Hemisphere remains undone. Such a project would involve both
observational analyses and also experiments done with coupled-climate models,
mirroring work done by Alexander et al. (2002). Future work may start with























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































complete dynamical analysis of changes in storm tracks and associated feed-
backs to better understand these teleconnection patterns for improvement of
predictability of seasonal forecasts and for long-term climate projections.
2. Investigate more in-depth why certain models are unable to represent the second
mode of NPDV variability (i.e., the NPGO-like SSTa pattern) and its relation-
ship to the tropics. The analysis of the IPCC models clearly showed that the
second leading mode of North Pacific SSTa variability is poorly connected to its
overlying atmospheric forcing pattern (i.e., the NPO; Fig. 4.8) and is also dis-
connected from CPW-type activity in most of the models (Fig. 4.11). However,
the study did not offer reasons why certain models may capture these rela-
tionships better than others (see correlations in Fig. 4.8b and Table 4.4). The
answer likely lies in the differences in oceanic models used in for each model,
including their coupling schemes. Future studies should investigate differences
in dynamics or configurations among the various oceanic model components
to build a better understanding of these differences and improve the “poorer
performing” models.
3. Evaluate the existence of the ENSO precursor pattern in the coupled climate
models. The analysis of NPDV in the IPCC coupled climate models focused on
decadal-scale patterns of variability and did not treat the high-frequency signa-
ture of the NPO and its involvement in the SFM. One start would be to repeat
the canonical correlation analysis done in Anderson and Maloney (2006) for the
24 IPCC models. This would be a straightforward way to assess the ENSO pre-
cursor pattern. However, assessing if the models then produce an ENSO event
through the WES feedback path (Vimont et al., 2009) or the recharge/discharge
mechanism path (Anderson and Maloney, 2006) would involve delving into the
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ocean models, heat flux parameterizations, and subsurface temperature struc-
tures. Such a study could run tandem with (2) above and could provide a
nice critique on issues with the models and subtropical - tropical Pacific Ocean
conditions.
4. Continue reconstruction projects of tropical Pacific SSTa, but incorporate more
paleo-precipitation proxies from the Indian Ocean. The Indian Ocean serves as
the site of the origination of the Madden-Julian Oscillation (Madden and Julian,
1971, 1994), and variability in the basin has been linked to variations in the
tropical Pacific (Barnett, 1984; Yu et al., 2002; Kug and Kang, 2006), which can
then influence North Pacific climate variability through the atmospheric bridge
mechanism. Unfortunately, the Indian Ocean basin remains relatively devoid
of paleo-precipitation records. So, efforts in the future should concentrate on
acquiring more records in the region (e.g., through corals or land records like
those found in cave records) to improve our knowledge on changes in ENSO
behavior. This venture may also work in conjunction with coupled climate
model simulations which could locate prime locations for proxy recovery and
also assist in improving the nonstationarity issue of ENSO and the skill of the
reconstruction methods. The additional proxies in the Indian Ocean may add
a further constraint onto the type of ENSO events prevalent during certain
times in the recent past and assist in improving the simulation of the CPW
phenomenon in future climate simulations.
5. Critique the proposed new viewpoint presented in Fig. 6.1 with more complex
models. The foundations for the CPW-NPO-NPGO connections were assessed
using a simple AGCM forced with prescribed SSTs (both globally and in the
tropical Pacific only for the TROP runs). These runs were sufficient to affirm
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our hypotheses, but the model cannot offer insights into any coupled ocean-
atmosphere feedbacks that could be important in this framework. This is es-
pecially true for testing the high-frequency links suggested by observations.
Choosing an appropriate model may be difficult, given the poor representation
of tropical - North Pacific atmospheric teleconnections in most CMIP3 coupled
climate models. However, improvements in later stages of the models (e.g., the
CMIP5 models, currently available for analysis as of the writing of this disser-
tation) may be adequate to test any such ocean-atmosphere feedbacks. More-
over, the proposed framework deals almost strictly with atmospheric bridge-
only mechanisms. While this scenario is accepted, oceanic pathways that could
be important (e.g., Gu and Philander 1997; Schneider et al. 1999) should be
assessed further and potentially added to the diagram.
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